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10 7 .... -, -- ,,c-,,1 x BIT KAGNETIC TAPE RECO}{ _':a D_V_LOP_.,T
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ABSTRACT
The basic task of Raymond Engineering Laboratory, Inc.
(REL) under this development program was to design, develop,
test, and deliver one prototype 1 x i0 ? bit magnetic tape
recorder with the capability of multiple record and playback
rates. Other design criteria are listed in paragraph I of
this report. Shortly after work began on this contract,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) increased the four playback
rates. The original playback rates specified in the contract
of 21, 42, 84, and 168 bits per second were increased to 84,
168, 336, and 672 bits per second.
The 1 x I0 ? bit tape recorder developed under this
contract is similar in some respects to the design and per-
formance of the i x 106 bit recorder, also designed and
developed by REL for JPL under JPL contract number 950105,
Phase I. The major differences are: (i) the iO ? bit recorder
is larger in'size and capacity, making use of four tape tracks
rather than the two provided on the 106 bit recorder, (2) it
provides four record speeds and four synchronous playback
speeds instead of one each, and (]) it has an endless tape
loop having 7OO feet of tape rather than the 330 feet of tape
used in the 106 bit recorder.
The first step taken by REL in this recorder development
program was to make a breadboard system of the transport and
F_
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playback amplifier. Along with the breadboard development,
a parallel program was conducted for designing and fabricating
the components for the final prototype _ _ _ -_r_ns±_o_ assem%ly.
After the transport and playback amplifier breadboard system
had been completed, syecific ircuits and sub-systems were
then breadboarded in a table-top rack cabinet. An extensive
development anl test ;,rog:a_ of the b_-eadboarJ e!ectrcnic
system followed, requiring several months to complete.
Following development and testing at REL, further
electronic breadboard tests were conducted at JPL, including
extensive environmental tests at type approval level. Upon
completion of the tests at JFL, which resulted in some
mechanical failures, the recorder was returned to REL to
incorporate mechanical design improvements.
The preliminary study phase of this development _rogram
was concentrated in the following areas"
1. design and develo>ment of playback amplifiers
capable of handling the very low amplitude (less
than lO0 mic_ovolts), very low frequency {as low as
8 cps) playback signals;
2 design and development of a completely new !n_eera_or
system (compared with the integ_'ator system used in
the previous lO 6 bit recorder} demanded by the
requirements of the multispeed phase-locked loop
control system;
g
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] ......aes,_,,_-"of logic sys:,_,.. ..."_- data end sy,,_ signaIs
and for control _ur_oses;
4. design of variable voltage rower suzr!y requlrea by
the multiple speed motor requirements.
In addition to reliably storing the -_cuired information
" _ _ fie cfconsiderable effort was ex_ended in oes,g__n a xibi!ity
operation into the system_ The recorder's u_t=ma_e = in
the spacecraft required that it be possible to play back -_
block of data without disturbing the state of }reviously re-
corded information. To facilitate scannin6, a slew or fast-
forward mode was built into the recorder. This slew mode is
further enhanced by the use of a system o"_ _ta_- block co_'_n_<.
Means are provided in the system to identify %he end of %a_e
Fack. This device is called the enc-of-taye sensor.
The engineering _rototy_e ]07 bit ta_e recorder built
under this contract meets the design and environmental re-
quirements of JPL s_ecification ]IO09A and the Mariner En-
gineering Data Recorder C]aracteristics as shown in REL Draw-
ing D1737-I See Figures I anu 2 for _' _ - . .,_• no_o_rarhs of th= front
and rear views re:_pectively of the 107 bit recorder•
Electrically, the 167 bit recorder meets JFL s_ecifications
with the exception of power cor:sum_tion. A maximum power con-
sumption of 2 watts was specified; the IO 7 bit recorder has a
power consumption of 2.5 to 4.6 watts on p!avback ana 2.7 to
_rc:cA.8 watts on record. JPL agree _ =n the con _ _ + to relax _h_
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2-watt maximum po:;er requirement to a value mutually agreeable
to both JPL and I{EL.
The maximum specified weight of iO po'_ds has been exceeded
by approximately 1.6 pounds. The weight of the 107 bit recorder
is 11.66 pounds without shock mounts and 13.2 pounds with
shock mounts. The overall size of the recorder meets the
specified ]OO cubic inches.
/!
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i • SCOFE OF WORK
A. Contract Re auirements
The requirements for the i x 107 bit magne<ic tape
recorder dev%!or-_,*:.,,,__,_are aefined in JPL Contract 950105,
Phas_ II, as modified in Moaification No. 6 datea i May
1963. REL's task was to design, develop, functionally
test, environmentally _est, and deliver one Flight P.o._o-
type r_gnetic TaLe Recoraer capable of meeting the design
and environmental requirements of JPL s_ec_.!._ion 31009A
entitled "_4ariner B Flight Equi[ment, Te!emeyeriT:g De-
ve!opmen%, 107 Bit Capacity, Engineering r;.agnetic Ta_e
Recorder" dated 13 September 1962. Additional aesign
criteria for the prototype aeve!o_: ent were as follo_:s:
i. Relaxation of the _ower, weight, and size
limitations in paragr-2_hs 3.3-19, 3.].20, and
3.3.21 of JPI, szecification 31OO9A as aF_rovea
by the JPL cognizant enginecr;
2. Packaging of the prototyge to be cone by REL
in accordance with paragraph 3._ of JPL sgecifi-
cation 3 IO09A;
3. JPL to furnish Lhe circuitry for _he aigitai
logic functions;
$. JPL to furnish one Government-owned data
encoder simulator on a loan basis to be used
during the development of the i0 _' bit recorder;
/-
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5. REL to subm-t = comI_iete test Frogram for
the prototype which may modify the require-
men'ts state_ in paragra[h 3.4 of JPL s[eci-
fication 31009,, where deer ed necessary. This
test [rogram must be a[[roved by the JPL cog-
nizant engineer.
7
Prief Descrir*-,_r of ] x 10 _it v:_:,:,tic T::re kcc_r:n<r
The iO 7 bit magnetic ta_e recoraer consists of a
packaged sub-assembly which receives NRZ fully serial
binary data on a single input line stores _his data
for an indefinite _eriod, and synchronously su_plies
this data in NRZ binary form to a single output line
upon command.
The readout from the recorder is synchronous with
the bit and word synchronizing clock signals from
the data encorder system of the sFacecraft. ApFroEriate
buffer stages and logic circuits are _rovi@ed as Fart
of this magnetic tape recorder to achieve a synchronize@
readout. The recorder's _erformance characteristics
are as follows:
Bit storage caFacity
Record rates
Playback rates
i x !07 bits (minimum)
336, 672, 1344, and
2688 bits F,er second
84, 168, 336, and 672
bits per second
/5
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Error TaLe
Input impedance
Output impedance
Input vo= _age
Output voltage
Start and s_op time
in the record r_ode
Less than I in i0 )
Equal to or greater than
iO kilohms unbalanced
to ground
Equal to or less than !
kilohm unbalanced to
ground
a.5 +1.5 _*_O_S
&.5 +1.5 volts
Equal to or less than
5 second_
DESIGN PHILUSOPHY FOR uEVELOH4ENT OF 107 BIT RECCRLEk
The realization of a successful digital satellite tape
recorder was met with [he REL Model 1656 106 bit system
built for JPL. This machine used a 33C-foot eniless loop
tape reel utilizing !/&-in. wide tape and employing two ta_e
tracks. Because readout was to be synchronous with the
JPL Mariner spacecraft clock system, a very stable phase-
locked loop servo system was designed which proved to be
extremely reliable. This phase-locked !oop made use of
one of the two tracks, leaving the other track for data
use. Data was recorded in serial configuration at a
tape packing density of 27_ bits per inch.
With the success of Model 1656 in mind, HEL under¢ook,
at the request of JPL, the task of developing and building
a recorder system having a s_orage capacity of 107 digital
bits. The record _ reproduce system of this 107 hi%
recorder was to incorporate four record and four playback
) n
I',"
!,, /:://
.. . _J _ ,
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rates These new re_,-_remen2a oictate@ increase_ _ac'_
density and increase_ t_e foo*_ag_-.
The state of the arc ac the time this ceve!c_ment
program commenced dia not _errnit the use of yackin_ densi-
_ q h_. .... _h _er track '_n oraerties in excess of .....
7
to serially record lO bits of aata on a single track sys-
tem and use 500 bits _er inch, a ta_e length of a_croxi-
mately 1660 feet ..... " ....., ,o_:o _c re,..].,ir_._, which ;.._ ... _ _:3c:.ica].
By using three tracks, the 1660 feet is recuceu co ar_roxi-
mate!y 555 feet• _, a more conservative packing density
of 400 bits per inch yer track is used, the required length
would be about 692 feet.
Other means of reducing ta_e length are to reOuce ta_e
speea or increase the number of data tracks. RZL's yast
experience with low ta_e steeds indicates that 0.01 ips is
the lowest _ractical ta_e syeeo obtainable with today's
state of the art. A maximum of four tracks can be cbcai:_a
with i/4-inch ta_e. Further increase of the number of
tracks results in serious degradation of the sicnal-to-
noise ratio due to the narrow wiaths. Therefore, the !0 7
vqO _.... leo rbit system was designed around a ,u,_-_vo ena:ess Cape
ana three data trac_=. The sync system requires one more
track, making a to_al of four tracks.
The unique requirements of ,,._,.__"_+_le rate record and
playback o_eration _rc::4<tec consicerab_ effort to be ex-
pended in the areas of variable s_:eed motor criv¢ systems,
REL Final Re_ort _:o. 618
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low level am_!ifier design, and motor s_eed control systems.
Three of the most important requirements, minimum
size, minimum weight, and minimum Lower, imposed many de-
sign considerations tha: directly affecte_ the cv_ra!l
c_,,,p=ex_y o; the system.
The total system is ma_e more complex due to the fact
ex_eno!vely treated _rior tothat incoming data must he _ _"
being stored on ta_e. it was, therefore, necessary %0 use
a number of logic circuits and associated control systems.
DISCUSSION OF MECHANICAL DESIGN AND DEVELO.<k£'[T
A. Weight
The maximum weight of the 107 bit magnetic ta_e re-
corder, when fully _ackaged, is specifie_ in JFL s_eci-
fication ]IO09A to be iO pounds. This IO >ounds was a
preliminary estimate, and the final tape recorcer
weighs 11.66 pounds without vibration isolators and
13.2 pounds with vibration isolators. These weights
do not include extern-_!!y mounted electronics. An
approximate weight breakdown of the recoru_r, not in-
cluding the major _ortion of electronics which is ex-
ternal to the transport assembly, is as follows:
Rotating mechanical modules
and misce 7_ __=a..e ous hardware
Motors
Covers
].A! Ib
1.12
1.76
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Y
[7
[:
E
[:
E
L
L
Cover harawar'_
P] ay_back amFlifiers
Chassis
Reel assembly
O.3O Ib
I.O8
2.72
1.27
11.66 ]b
Vibration isolator's
and hardwer'e
TOTAL
B. Size
JPL specification 3!OO9A states that the volume
of the magnetic tare recorder, when fully _acksg_a,
shall be equal to or less than 300 cubic inches. The
voltu_..eof the complete assembly, except for electron-
ics and vibration isolators, is 260 cubic inches, well
within the ]00 cubic inches slecJfiea. The four vibra-
tion isolators will occupy slightly less than 20 cubic
inches. The recorder chassis dimensions are 7,37 in.
long by 9.0 in. wiue, with a thickness from cover-to-
cover of 4.O in. These _a1,,enoions ao not inc!uce the
connector protrusions and vibration isolators. Ex-
ternal electronics are also exclucea.
C. Tape Transport System
q
REL's previous experience with the double ca[soan
system to drive tape prompted the incorporation of
E
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this oesi[n in the pre_nt unit. The _:
_ nciLle of
the dual ca[stan drive system is discussed in _he
following _aragra_hs o
Any taFe reel assembly is subject to _c:n_ntary
increases in taf;e friction. This is _ar'_icuiariy
true of endless loop configurations, s!r_ce tLeir suc-
cess requires that individual turns cf ta_e slip
against each other. This cc.mes atsut Juc to the:
fact that tape is b_=ing Eul]ed out of the _ack at tLe
center hub, a small diameter, and being _layed back
into the reel at the outside of tLe }ack, a much-
larger diameter. Equalization of ta!e movement rela-
tive to the v,ithdrawal velocity can only take place
if the remaining tare in tLe reel can slip to make ui:
the required clifference. In or¢er to isolate these
minute irregularities from _he critic-_] __rea of the
tape hea_s, a dual caEstan methed is used.
The upstream ca_an_, imparts initial drivi_,_,_ power
to the taFe , Lhu3 determining its velocity. The down-
stream cag st_n is then used to draw the ta_e across
the heads. The _wo cap__tan_ have a s_eed differential
on the order of 2.5;_. The downstream capstan turns
at a faster rate; and by pro_er adjust:r_n% of tension
belts, it can be made to slip at a very constant rate.
If this action takes place, the upstream capstan will
4G
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then be the c-_:ntr "_ing_ factor concern:,n,.5'_te'_,e speed.
The do_,nstream ¢.'--[_.ta[,as_u_rx_s ta}e tautness _nd isc-
_ . :_r,ties _ ",';cre LnIS]ation f ree_-pr-cduceu ir._egu-'_ _ " "
a[.proach n_ot teken_ serious degr-adation of sisna!
quality w,uld re.sult.. Flutter comK.onencs wou!u be
introduced by minute velocity v_riatic.ns a._u a_..,l:li_uuc
modul_t ion °T_e,_ecte due tc non-uniform take-to-head
co/_[qct.
Earlier rc.corder_ u_ed rubte_ _ pr'essur_ z ol]ers to
force %he t.a[e into contact ,_ith the ¢a[:st-:,ns. One
of the requirer;._nta: of the I0 ? biL r_cor._*_r' is that
it net be in o[eration uuring launch, ku[-Lcr rolle_'s
develop serio_> dents if a]lo_.,eu to stana idle for a
long Feriod of <i:r,e. As a means of elim]net.in_ this
problem, REL has de<,e]oped and _rcven a My]_:r tensio:_
belt system which overcomes all of tl_e Ire<Ictus caus_,,_
by rubber idlers and also :er:<its much r,.¢re control
over the adjustment of ozer'ating _arameters,
o_'e fir' record and or._ for [layback,Two motors, ,_
g
are used in the !O' bit recorder in ordc:" to _rovide
the eight different _a_e s__eu-: require_, [.-echanica!
tape s_eed seiecti:r, _'eth..,.',d_ that use belt:. ,and c!utc}:cs
would h_.ve [_'c.viaeJ the rcZulrud 5_.ued :-q_,, but would
not offer the relic,hi '_ty recuir'cd f(_" _&his .ba[__ r_-
corder,
/¢
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Other methods were investigated, such as the pos-
sibility of using a multi-polar motor winding. How-
ever, this would necessitate the switching of many
pairs of motor leads and was eliminated as a possi-
ble means of providing the multiple speeds required.
REL decided that a more efficient method would be to
simply vary the frequency and voltage used to operate
the synchronous motors ariving the capstans.
To allow the use of two motors s one for record
and one for playback, two slip clutches are used.
Each clutch consists of an input pulley having a metal
surface which is axially aligned with a high-slip sur-
face on the output pulley. These two pulleys rotate
within a helical spring which will slip only when the
relative speeds allow. This couples the record or
playback motor to the capstan system only if the speed
ratio so permits. The clutches are arranged so that
whichever is driven faster will lock and drive the
capstans while the other overruns. This method ac-
complishes selection of mode and speed by merely
switching power to the proper motor.
The i07 bit recorder was originally equipped with
_nnesota _ning and Manufacturing Company (]M) LRI220
tape. During the first series of engineering ac-
ceptance tests conducted at JPL during June, 196],
the LRI220 tape failed due to its inability to
I
J' f
Sd
L.
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withstand the temperature "- _.
. ex_e,_._ _ an</ due to a
mechanical defect in the trans}ort. As a result, ]M
LRI]5] tape was then tried in the recorder as it is
supposedly able to withstand the required temperature
extremes of -I0 C to *?5 C.
The LRI]5] tale and st=e design changes resulting
from the JPL tests were incorporated into the machin_
and it was sutjected to extensive testing at REL. It
appeared _hat _he Lkl]5] tape would be satisfactory,
and th_ machine was hand-carried to JPL for a second
series of tests with this tape installed. During
this series of tes<s held in Cctobe_ 1963, high flutter
developed when operating at the temperature extremes.
The machine was again returned to _%EL for additional
study and redesign. The actions taken by _{EL, other
than on tale, as a result of these tests at JPL are
discussed in Laragraph V.E of this report.
Analysis of the machine showed that a low
frequency component was evident after modifying the
capstan sp[_d differential. This _as occurring at
the caFstan rotational period and was due to a huiid-
up of foreign matter on the capstan. This foreign
matter was the shedding of the oxide from the ac%ive
surface of the LRI]53 tape. _icroscopic examination
of the tape indicated that loss of oxide h_d occurred
and there were some small areas that showed complete
.- .4
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The machine, while inoperative, was baked over
night in an in_r_ g_s a_mosphere at 80 C On the
following morning when attempting to manually advance
the _ _ _* _- - "_a_,o_, , a w_s discoverec thac the tape was
stuck to the capstans. When mo¢or _ower was applied
to the machine, the capstans were freed from the tape.
•._c_c o:-ic exar,_inat_or, of the cal.e ar£as _'_"_ ' :
been in contact, with the capstans revealed that, ox±ae
had been removed from _,he tape. The oxide had built
up on the capstans _,o such an extent that the fZut_er
amplitude increased to greater than 6f_. It became
necessary to clean the capstans in order to reduce
the flutter to its normal value• This test was
repeated wi_h _ne same results.
The machine was then reduced to room tempegat_re
and operated. The oxide build-up was still evident
but at a slower rate. It was still necessary to clean
the capstans in or ier ¢o maintain a low flutter level.
The tests were then repeated using a new pack of
LRI]5] tape ac both 80 C and room temperature. The
results were still the same• The LR1353 tape was
then replaced with the originally used LP_I220 tape.
The oxide build-up problem was eliminated.
REL conducted several tests with _he same LR135]
tape pack in the transport as usec at JPL.
.
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This _ape pack had seen at least 500 complete kasses
since it had been installed. Little or no information
concerning the long term stability of 3_,1Liil]53 tape
was available. It had been originally installed
since it was believed to be superior to LRI220 for
high temperature operation. Examination of removed
ball bearings showed an accumulation of foreign
particles. So:me bea_ings contained dirt i_entified
as Graphitar, the substance used in the spring clutch
assemblies. However, some doubt still existed con-
cerning the other bearings. The possibility of tape
lubricant and oxide flaking off of the tape and
getting into the b _'"ea. lnos still existed.
Information was received concerning the graphite
lubricant used cn the L_353 ta_e. it appears that
graphite will lose its lubricant properties if
4
operated'in total absence of oxygen or water vapor.
Tests are being conducted at REL to determine the
validity of this theory.
Since funds for further investigation had been
exhausted, the iO ? bit machine was returned to JPL
for operating tests. The JFL Cognizant engineer was
advised of the problems existing in the area of tape
stability, and it was mutually agreed that LRI2_O
tape would be installed in the recorder. This per-
mits reliable room temperature operation but does
_
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not allow operation of the machine at the tem[erature
extremes.
Tape Reel
The tape is housed within a 5-3/4-inch _iameter
enclosed reel. This reel is mounted at a 5° angle to
the main plate. The loop pack revolves on a bearing-
mounted central hub in the form of a right conical
section from _hich the tape is pulled. Withdrawing
tape from the inside causes rotation of the pack so
that tape will wind on the outside. One flange of
the tape reel is provided with several rollers having
their axes along the diameters of the flange. These
provide bearing surfaces for one side of the tape
pack. The other flange rotates with the hub and pack.
The tape pays out of the hub at an angular
displacement of about 45 ° from its normal capstan
approach plane. A wire guide is provided at the exit
point of the reel to control the path of the tape so
that it will approach the upstream capstan in a
parallel mSnner. The original wire tape guide had
a tendency to serrate the tape edge causing an
increase in effective tape thickness. This caused
the reel to eventually bind. As a result, a new
wire guide was designed which eliminated this problem
and is currently installed in the machine.
r
• v'¸"
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Initially, JF], steel "'_• ,'_catJen 3-009 inaic_tea four
(iata rat_s to b;. used in the }-lay}ack moue, the lowest
being 21 bps. R-L's consiaerab].e [revicus experience
in ]ow speed t_[,:. ":.[_er::tion inair:-.,.t, ea that a tape s_eea
of 0.01 i[s was t,te _,inimu_:_ t:i[__ s[ecd ctt:ninab]c within
the present state of the art. A few of the [r¢,b]cms
f,c
less than !,O,Z4V , (2. ..1 imp, s_f,rl,t_. :'reque',-y which [l_.,c<,s
...... _':_" and ()) flut-serious aen::-,_s on the si_n:_ ] arp _lers_
ter and jitter c(:_,:cnencs which :cu!d have e ce,trir_cnt:_!
effect on data rec.:nstru<tion.
Since we },ave three data tracks with a acnsit.y of'
400 bpi _er tracL, a total lacking density of ]200
br.i results. TLerefore, 1200 x ]2 = 1.44 x 104 bit,:_ f.cr
foot. nf taye, yielfi{n_ =_'_,t'_ _,0'_-_ P'"._t of ta?e i,t t _'-"
21 = 0.0175 incheslowest _]ayback race of 21 b}'s,
1200
per second whic_ was the lowest I !_yback s_eed.
At t_e other eztreme, the hi@he<t_ rec¢,ra rate is
2688 bfs. Thus, 2,6881200 - 2.24 iys, this s[eed gosin 6 no
_rob]em.
Tale s[eed is o]rectly Frol_ortional to aata rate,
i.e., if the Cata rate is doubled, then <he tale sFce(_
must be (ioub!ed. Tale speeds of 0.0175, 0.0]50, 0.0700,
and O.]LO ips were established for the playb:ck moae.
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In the recoru moue, 0.28, 0.56, 1.12, and 2.24 iFs
were aeterminea to fulfill the four record _ate re-
quirements.
Shortly after EaL haa star_ed this develo_menb
_rogram_ JPL wa_ned -,f a forthccming increase in play-
back data rates. At tLe JPL-R£I, conference held in
August, 1962, the n_'.:_!ayback lares were estaLlished
at 84 througt. 672 tz'.._ _c: :.eta,::,:. Sec-.'..2__e .-._f L!,is
increase in _!#.)b_qck r_ves, iL _as necessary t.c increa:;e
the tape sgeeds as f,_ilov,',_,:
F Playback Rate
_ (bps)
Tape Spee.:a
.84 0.07
168 O.14
336 0.28
672 0.56
A fast-forward mace, _o,,_eC slew, zs incluaec
as an operating requirement. T_.is slew makes use of
the 2.24 ips ta_e s_:eed ant is e!ec%ec by pro[:cr Fre-
grae._ming of the control system. This mode is of value
when scanning the teFe to return to the beginning of the
tape pack In order *_ " ' _.... _ u_ _
tape cycle be accuraLely known, an e!ectromec_.Jnicat
device, the end-of-_ sen_o., is included in ti:e ae-
sign.
More conventional, systems emFloy a mechanical timer
which oberates from tee ._eccra mode _ul/cy system and
f
/ ,., /
, . - ^
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indicates tb o end of each ta_e passage. This methc_
was not accurate encug?: to meet the requirements set
forth in JPL specification 310,%9. Yost timers are
subject to belt sliFFage and canned com}ens_te for
variations in taiTe length. For the; I0 v unit, a number
of methods were investigateU, inc!u_ing rhotcelec_.c
sensing ef _ fixed mark on the ta_e and the use of
conductive -* -_"m_._a] on the taFe s_!ice It seemed
that the latter method, the use o_ a splice sensor, was
the only one offering all of the advant_a_es of a true
tape enu inaicator and aid not havc the usual weaknesses
of conventional mechanical timers. A de:ailed Cuscrip-
tion of the oreration of this system is given in }ara-
graphs III.I ana IV.F of this re_ort.
r<otors
In an effort to retain within the desired _,.':wer
consum_,ticn goal, motor design becar, e very imFc_tant ,
as the motors use most of the total power. With r.ctor
efficiency of prime importance in this particular re-
corder, consiaerable time was devoted to [re_aring
motor specifications. }{. C. Rotors, one of ' - few
qualifieu sources, was selected to _erform this motor
development which took several months to complete.
A typical motor when designed for and o_erated at
its maximum conversion efficiency very often hunts.
This hunting effect comes about due to the equivalent i '
_
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spring mass system as _roduced by the motor and its
rotating load. Therefore, REL had to be careful to
avoid this critical area. This could be done only by
sacrificing efficiency. The motors were built to pro-
vide maximum electromagnetic efficiency and maximum
shaft torque per milliwatt of input power. Appendix I
shows the tabulated results of tests of both motors.
Initially, it was planned to provide two motors
in the 107 bit recorder. However, it becar.e possible
that one motor might suffice rather than two with the
new playback rates. Further'action on the motor pro-
curement and the mechanical design of parts was tempo-
rarily halted at that time, pending a firm decision
on the new playback rates. Tests of speed control at
the higher playback rates would be required to deter-
mine motor requirements. Speed control tests were then
conducted over the new playback rate range of 84 to
672 bits per second. At this tim_ it was decided to
retain the two-motor configuration, including a sepa-
rate power supply for each of the motors.
An experimental playback motor was ordered from
H. C. Rotors to investigate speed control. To spee_
up procurement, only the torque requirements were
specified, leaving the mechanical details to Roters.
Various difficulties were encountered with the experi-
mental motor which delayed development somewhat at
t
r_
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that time. The breadboar_ motor _cwer amplifier sup-
pliea, to Roters was damaged in shipment° De]ays were
incurred in receiving the amplifier back at REL, re-
pairing it, and returning it to Eoterso A circuit
failea during the initial motor test, probably clue to
exceeding the maximum voltage limitation of the motor
_rive transistors. After considerable Uelays Gue to
damage enc¢'.ntered in shipment of the m<,tor amplifier
on two aJfferent cccasicns, the motor was finally in-
stalled in the breadboarG ant initially teste_ in late
September, i962. The phase-locked loop was operateC
briefly at 84, 168, 336, and 672 bits }er secona with
encouraging success.
Each motor is required to operate at four s_eeCs.
As stated earlier, this is accomplished by selection
of input frequency° Input voltage must be varied
z
also in order to maintain the ampere-turns, borque re-
lationshipo
It has been found that synchronous motors can op-
erate over a maximum s_eed range of 8:1. This figure
is limited by such factors as possible _oe_,_e^_;_ at _ _-
mum speed and problems of bearing life at the high
end. The selection of motor shaft s_eed is baseG u_on
the best possible compromise consistent with life ex-
pectancyo The motor shaft s_eed is then reduced to a
suitable capstan speec by the use of pul!ey_ and endless
REL Final Regort _I:_ £!8
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Mylar t_rque r*_ar.,_ .... 4sitn te_ s
Usually the m-t:.r sgeed ah-ula n:t exceed 8000 rpm
if life greater thor, I000 h=.._rs is aesired. The mini-
mum z.racbica! frequency is _,3 c[s which, with a 6.-vo!t
motor _,r_.yi, results in a s_eea ,__ 1O00 r_m. The dis-
advantage of this s_stem is tLe ma6.q.itude cf bearing
losses at higher s[ee_s and lower tem_eratureso I_
Was " " _ ]r[---_C<: - . • _ -. .,- . ._ .. r.
_o. tr,= .... _ _-tor st-:t,u]d a_,ei_:..... ,,..' ' ,1"] ;D-- J _. <.,
torque of 0_i ino-oz at 8000 rim. TnerefoL'e, e!ectro-
magnetic torque must be 0°22 in.-oz to account for the
losses at low tEmperatUrE. This torque, at a speed of
8000 r_m, is equivalent to Fc,wer of io53 watts.
REL was requessed by JPL <o furnish information on
the relative comglex±ty of cther mechanisms to [rovide
data rates other than those within the present sco[e.
The items investigated were:
I.
o
provide switching in %he _resent mechanism so
that %he Flayback met or can be used in record-
ing ]]6 arts 672 b[.s[
use just one motor for four record tales and four
identical playback rates;
add a motor t.o (2) for recording at 21 b_s;
use two mct.-rs, inde[,enden% of moae, one for 21
- 168 b_s and the other for 336 - 26_8 bgso
At a meeting helu at REL with JFL in mic-Se[temter,
1962, it was mutually a_.reed that extra s_ibching would
f. /
v,
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not be included which would allow recording with the
playback motor at certain rates.
Roters' first step on the record motor was to
build a model to Getermine rotor-stator parameters.
At this,time it was decided that the playback motors
woul_ be identical in power level to the record motors_
During HoC. Roters' final testing program of the
playback m<,t_rj it wi,,:_discovered t!_t the mttor could
not develop sufficient torque at minimum temperature.
This necessitated the fabrication of a new rotor which
further delayed the delivery of the playback motor.
This particular slip on the playback motor was longer
than usual and was attributed to a combination of cir-
cumstances. Early in the design, general fabrication
troubles causec Roters to comp!ete]y review the design
and build a special test model. As stated previously,
when the design was finally completed, it did not meet
REL requirements_ A month was required to fabricate
new parts and retest the unit°
Heads
An initial study of the problems caused by the very
low playback speeds of the i07 bit recorder indicated
that a significant gain in recovered signal amplitude
could be achieved by using two coplanar blocks rather
than conventional in-line heads° Therefore, the lO 7
bit recorder is provided with two sets of interleaved
REL Final Report No. 618
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coplanar heads.
ana!yzed during the development program. The head
specifications are given in REL _,g C!717-102. A new
source for the heads was selected, IMI Magnetics of
Glendale, California, who have more experience with
high temperature and multi-track problems than REL's
previous suppliers.
Since the existlr_ E mechanical breadb:_ard did net
have enough distance between capstans to _ermit simul-
taneous mounting of the two coplanar blocks, a new
chassis plate was fabricated during the initial evalua-
tion of the heads_ Tests were conducted to determine
the" combined effects on skew and gap scatter which
are measurements directly relateQ to the geometry of
.the heads of the coplanar head assemblies. Paragraph
V.B.4 of this report Cesc_'ibes these tests in detail.
Four tracks are provided on the tape -- three data
tracks and one sync track. The selection of the sync
track was based uFon the results of the skew and gap
scatter tests referenced above. Since the head gap
scatter and skew tests were repeated using each of
the four tracks in turn as a reference, an excellent
analysis of the poorest conditions could be made. As
a result of this analysis, it was determined that the
best compromise of ga F scatter and skew was achieved
using track 2 as the reference. Figure ] shows the
These two sets of heads were completely
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plotted w_ve form_ of ga_ so÷tier and skew tests°
End- of-Te =e Sen_zr
One of the requirements of the system is an end-
of-tape sensor which provides a signal w_en the end
of the 700-foot tale pack has been reached°
The end-cf-tape system consists of three _a:ts
(see REL Dwg Bl737-5):
(i) The st_tl_r_._y _.-_c_ -_sse_b_y, s_r÷.:c, .
also serves as a ta_e guiae. T_e _,,n_r...i ..,. con-
F':
sists of t_'o coils of Faliney wire would in
close proximity to each other° A ssacing of
about O_050 in, is used between tLe two coils°
(2) A gold leaf aFyr:,×i<_e]v 1 in° long _s bonded
to the oxide side of the ta}e, As the gold
_" they are e]ec,1:.rJca]lypasse3 over the co_s, .
shorted wLi:_ com_!ctes an external cir:uit,
('31 The associat¢-ci elect ...... lc e• nc-,,_-ta[_ f_u]se
shaping c_rcu_*_ is dlscus_ec_ in _r_raph=-.o IV.F
of this re_.)rto
This end-of-ta_e system _rovi_i_.'s a ,,<uiti-_oint con-
tact. This reduces any possibility of intx'o_ucing noise
and greatly ira[roves re!ia_ility.
The first taFe splice sensor tried was of the seg-
mented washer configuration and _,,assu_!ieo by the
head manufacturer° This sencor was useu with aluminum-
L
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backed splicing ta[:eo ]Le initial te:-,ts of this splice
sensor in the mecKanical bree.,itc,_rd wef_ n.:;b very en-
couraging° The aluninum oxi.ae t.h-_t is r.,::::,-_l_y pruser_t
on the surface cf the splicing t_[e prc;,_mted _roper
contact which c._u.Lo not be ottained _.,itn?._% resorting
to abnormal tape v,-r_ [ressure=o AIst, th._- ta[:e lub-
ricant };as too [,_.od a conductor. The 5<r.:of had to
C02[_C I t[_C 1_,, _ ='":] d_['- :...t_ t.,_ _..;. T '," ,,
design.
,flor,o _..'er_thor, difectc-c_ tm a: :_:,:a ouzr-_,
actuating :.%',t,.._iai,efttl.e oxi<:,_,sidu ,:f tLc t.:_F.e, It
was believed tKat. CJ_i foil _..,u:d be a_i,'c,ble, Cut
none cou!a be foun-" _,ith satisfsct.orv a,]_-esive maberiai.
Several methods of Lo,';aing the gol_ foil to the ta[._
were tried, ,n_ludr:f _hellac wit}. _ ..,_ab_e thin-
ning agent a:xa Fli-_--_ - _ '_. .ty ' keton_
solve _.
The next step w-_s to a_tac.h se'¢e:- i _o!d foil
striLs %0 a 70O-fc_ -._.ta_ ic,o_. us_n._.o ',,eL!:,of the atovc
me%hods of bonding. This tape w.9_, inst:_lled in the
breadhc_rd afire asg_mt!y along with th: sensor and
o_erated az, much a_ }-.,%:ible to deter.r:.!:. :_r,y exi__t -
ing _roblems_ It v.-_s set up to Ceterr..;.":_ ,,.,',etheror
no_ the oxide would we_r away %_._ ic:]__or . "'r_taCt sur-
faces, whet.her the !ub_icant ;;ot,ld affuct t_-, _er:sor,
? 'i
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and whether the foil would be damaged in any way
during continual motion. In addition, the suitabil-
ity of the bonding methods was determined. The splice
sensor completed approximately i000 cycles of opera-
tion and then it became short circuited by a deposit
of a. lubricant-oxide mixture. The conclusion was
that the adjacent conductors of the sensor were too
closely spaced. Alternate sensor designs were inves-
tigated and the problem eliminated. Also, it was de-
termined that Pliobond 20 with methyl ethyl ketone
was the most stable method of bonding the gold foil
to the tape.
A new tape with new gold foil was life tested.
The results showed that freshly lubricated tape
would not cause contamination problems. After about
400 passes, the foil began to crack and some foil
separated from the tape. Examination showea that
either the foil had moved along the ta_e or the tape
had expanded or contracted relative to the foil. These
particular tests had been conducted without allowing
sufficient time for the adhesive to set-a possible
cause for the failure.
A short tape loop was installed in the breadboard
tape transport on which two foil strips were attached
with a 50 per cent mixture of Pliobond 20 and methyl
ethyl ketone solvent, allowing a day for curing.
[
L
[
[
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These foil strips comFleted 4000 passes after which
crackin_ but no flaking;was observed. The test was
repeated with increased tape tension and a greater
tape wrap angle at the capstan. It was found that
the tape tension and "wrap angle had to be increased
to abnormal valuis before damage due to wear would
OCCUr.
Following ma::,' adGitional teots, it was fouled that
a Paliney wire sensor with a go!a foil actuator proved
to be the bes_ combination. A gold foil thickness
of 0.0003 in. was quite flexible and showed very good
life. Spacing of the sensor coils was modified and
the surface finish controlled to eliminate particle
clogging. This end-of-tape sensor proved most ade-
quate for the 107 bit recorder developed under this
contract. However, the bonding operation is quite
time-consuming and costly. In addition, a _ossible
source of trouble could occur in the mixing and cur-
ing of adhesives. The entire operation does not lend
itself to an efficient manufacturing process for
flight hardware.
Near the end of the l07 bit recorder deve!oument
program, investigations were Qirected towarG finding
a means of eliminating the gold foil bonding o[era-
tion. It was hoped that a suitable material could be
found that woula be spliced directly into the type
[:
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pack. This new material _ust have high mechanical
strength and excellent electrical conductivity.
A com_nercial Xylar material with either aluminum
or copper foil laminateC to it was obtained. While
no specific information could be obtained on the bond-
ing adhesive used because it is proprietary informa-
tion, it was determined that the adhesive apparently
had the following ch-.ra_:terietics:
(i} a very high cure temperature, approaching
that of Mylar,
(2} stable mechanical and thermal pffoperties as
eviaenced by its resistance to at least ten
extreme thermal shock cycles covering the
range of -30 C to + 125 C,
(3) the substance is chlorine-free and chemically
inert.
With reference to (3) above, studies are presently
being conducted to determine the extent of out-Eassing
at low atmospheric pressures.
It is possible to gold plate both the copper and
alum lnum laminates so that good electrical conduction
occurs. Since the golc plated laminate appears to be
superior to the gold foil, the final lO 7 bit recorcer
shipped to JPL in November, 1965, incorporated the gol_
plated copper laminate sensor splice.
_f
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Je Covers and Container Sealing
Two covers, each containing an intergra!ly molded
Viton Gask-O-Seal, attach directly to the chassis.
Both covers are 8°984 in. long x 7.35_ in. wide. The
cover for the rear of the chassis is 1.866 in. deep;
the front cover is 1.)84 in. Qeep. The Gask-O-Seals
behind the connecters affect a hermetic seal to main-
tain atmospheric pressure within the as_nb]y. Lc_s
of pressure could cause rapid evaporation of lubri-
cants and other possible defects leading to early
failure of the tape recorder.
Initial data received from the Parker Seal Com-
pany indicated that their leakage rate was reasonably
close to the predicted values. REL insisted that
Parker measure leakage both at room temperature and
at 80 C where leakage is usually several times greater.
Initial leakage measurements of the covers yie!aed
expected values at room temperature but excessive values
at 80 C. By coating the inner surface of the covers
with grease, this rate was reduced. Even though these
parts were fabricated from rol!ec stock rather than
castings, it appeared that vacuum impregnation was es-
sential. It was determined that although Lhe leakage
is not excessive in terms of a one year mission, at
80 C the covers were apparently more porous than others
made from similar stock. An attempt was mace to r'L
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determine whether fused tin plating would yield
a worthwhile improvement, impregnation having been
of limited value according to Parker's test.
When the transport was brought to JPL in accordance
with a _rearranged schedule, the covers were still
being tested at the Parker Seal Company. Consequently,
it could not be determinea prior to _e!ivery whether
_.u_aA 66 ba good seal cou!a be obtained with a _arti I .-
of hardware. These covers were later obtained by the
REL engineer assigned to the evaluation and were in-
stalled at JPL. The Parker Seal Company indicated
that their initial tests showed that the fused tin
plating was not particularly successful in reducing
the apparent _orosity of the magnesium base metal.
The results of the leakage rate tests conducted at JPL
and the problems encountered during the tests are given
in paragraphs V.D. and V.E. of this report.
Vibration Isolation
In order to operate successful! 7 Curing mild vi-
bration and to survive severe vibration and shock, it
is essential that +_
_,,e transport mechanism be _rotectea
by vibration isolators. The vibration isolation prob-
lem was initiated by further investigation of the REL
design of the isolators used with the !0 6 bit machine.
Along with the further study of the REL aesign, several
design proposals and cost estimates for fabricating
the isolation mounts were sought from subcontractors.
[v, •
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M. B. Electronzcs, Lord, ann Barry were among the
vendors contacted.
Cutback of the project funds _rec!uded any further
Cevelo_ment of shock mounts. The m_cter could no_ be
pursued any further without large expenditures of both
time and money. REI, decided to use Lord HT !-I0 shock
mounts. While these units proved to perform quite well,
a better vibration sys<_m could here be{':_ cb<aL ....<_ "_.itb
more time.
It was ap_arent that REL's original value of trans-
missibility or Q of the system was substantiated. The
Q appeared to be slightly greater than 2._. The resc:1ont
frequency was 40-45 cycles for the full package.
Unfortunately, the JPL mounting data was received
* ' _ oftoo late in the project to allow the consoru_tion
sophisticated brackebs. When ti_e JPL mounti_Lg dat_ was
received, it was uiscovered that the ori[inal mounting
holes located along the chassis plate of the recorder
could not be used. A new set of mounting holes had to
be drilled in the recoruer main }late. This resulted
in the use of a mechanically Foot mounting bracket con-
figuration.
DISCUSSION OF EL:zCTiiONiC DESIGN AND DEVELC_XENT
A. Power Consumrtion
Initial power calculations ann analysis indicated
that the recorder rower consumption would be consi_erab!y
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higher than usually necessary because of the variable
speed feature. The initial calculations were based
upon experience which indicatea that at 8000 rpm, the
electromechanica! conversion efficiency would be on
the order of 40 per cent. r,lotor input, therefore,
would be 3.)! watts. The breadboard power converter
to be used and operated from the 2400 cycles per second
power source was designed for an efficiency of 70 per
cent. Thus, the total power taken from the 2400
cycles per second line would be about 4.7 watts. An
additional O.1 watts from the _20 Vdc source would be
used to contr01 the 2400 cycles per second converter
and some motor drive circuits. An extra 50 per cent
must be allowed for starting transients which brings
the peak power consumption up to 7 watts mcmentarily.
The initial _ower consumption calculations were
based upon original motor data. Because of a few un-
controllable parameters, such as bearing drag at higher
motor speeds, the final power consumption was higher
than originally anticipated. The bearing data supplied
by Barden was probably conservative, which affected
tb_ calculations.
The recorder power consumption is considerably
hiy_er than normal because of the variable speed fea-
ture. The power consumption of the I07 bit tape re-
coruer is as follows: Playback -- 2.5 to 4.6 watts_
• ,._; :luing uFon sFeed; Record -- 2.7 to 4.8 watts,
o /
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depending upon speed. EEL's approach was to obtain
the best possible efficiency under the variable s_eed
conditions required of this recorder. The prograr_mable
power supply helped to obtain this efficiency.
Pro_ra_mab!e Power Su_',ply
The purpose of the progra_nable power supply is
to provide dc voltage to the record and playback motors.
This is programmed from data rate selection logic lines.
There are two programmable power supplies in the 10 7
bit tape recorder: EEL Dwg D1737-73 shows the record
programmable power supply, and EEL Y_<g D1737-74 shows
the playback progra_mable power supply.
The programmable power supply design was approached
with efficiency utmost in mind and with suitable cir-
cuit flexibility in order that the system would be
compatible with the available logic control systems.
The original motor power supply program centered arounc
attempts to design a system enbodying phase-controlled
rectifiers. A considerable number of approaches were
tried and none of these were acceptable.
A method was tried using R-C phase shift net-
works to control firing points of conventional silicon-
controlled rectifiers (SCR's). While this method is
about the simplest of all, efficiency is low due to
the large amount of power required to fire the SCR's.
The system also requires the use of fairly large
d
|'b
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components. Since =ize ar_C _¢eight must be kept !ow,
this method was rcja<te,J.
Other methods, _nclu,Jir:g the we -_f grr,er,:ea tim-
ing pulses, were ettcm?tedo Little or no i[_formation
exist= concerni,,_ ">e cr_:ctical use 0£ SCP's at frequencies
above standard 6i ,:y,._le_Fer eecond ='ine ,.eve [ov.,_r.
Again, unijunctlon clmin@ circuits requiru =on:_iderab!e
power. A simFle -ir_ult using a ur.ij._n_'ti.Jr_ti.,ir,g
pulse _enerator __ . be aban_ooed h e_:ause of this limi-
tation Seria_ _.roblems ar'ose cue _o 8]':,_ CR firi_:
" _'r_Juced by the 2_,-_C_ c,/c] _.crt_me and the pr&b:em: ..._ <
second square w:_ve ri _e time_ Since t.he 2i:-'l;_ ?],kit. _,er
second satellite _:,_._eri$ a sq'._re wgve, t_,_:r_;verse
spikes occurin,, :.t _ h c_,_ I_ ,-, -__,._.-ac .. ...... _n[e caufed ,-.-,.:t.,,re :2{=-
" timing_ circuit$. Me._n -¢_: [.ro-firin[_ of the re_,__-i:er " _" l
vialed to clamp :_he .SCR gate_ du__i_ g the :_r.'w_nte..F._rt
of the cycle but excea-sive power w_s !_et due to the
relativel_ low imredance of the SCR gat.e
The use of t....._._.._rme,-_oup!i_._ _rked qu_te_ _,,rg-"i-
However, it bec_m_ necessary to m._dify ether [,_rts of
the circuit., part_._,_.]srly the t_m_,,o. _,_ [_!se gt..,_._,--"toro
system, so that _ufficient energy could be trnnsferreJ
to the SCR gate.
Various other _.etbed5 and circuit configur_tic.ns
_ere tried, but u_u{_!ly c_mponent ___ize or ickier con-
sumption were limiting factors and preeludt-d t_.eir
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eventual use.
The present system makes use of chozLed dc anala-
re, _ifier.gous to the output of a phase-controlled _
Figure 4 is the block diagram of the program_mable
power supply. In this system a group of four select-
able voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO) are used
to generate timing pulses. Figure 5 shows the equiva-
lent circuit of a typical VCO. The VCO consists of
a silicon-controlled switch (SCS) which is used very
much as a unijunction. An R-C network having a dif-
ferential amplifier to control charging time is useu
as a frequency determining element. The electrode
potentials of the SCS are chosen to fire at a point
on the R-C curve which will give fair iineari_y a_nd
also eliminate temperature problems.
The output of the VCO is a positive-going spike
having a fast rise and fall time. Selection of a
particular VCO is accomplished by logic switches (tran-
sistors} operated from any one of four input com_mand
lines.
One of the two inputs to the differ_n_l_ _,,p_z_--__:±ez"
is a reference voltage stabilized by a Zener diode. The
other input is obtained from the final dc output volt-
age after being reouced to a proper level by the input
voltage divider. The VCO frequency at any instant is
a function of the difference of the reference voltage
i
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and the power supply output voltage. The frequency
range is aetermined by the SCS operating point, the
capacitor value, and the ratio of resistor values which
control the charging rate of the capacitor.
The VCO signal drives a unicue one-shot circuit
as shown in Figure 6. This monostable circuit is
capable of producing very narrow pulses of fixed width
while introducing very little _i_ter.__ A standard JPL
flip-flop card is triggered to SET mcUe by a pulse from
the VCO. The outzut q goes high, thereby allowing ql
to complete the charging path of capacitor CI. The
SCS Q2 is arranged with its cathode gate potential such
that when C1 charges, the cathoGe voltage will fall,
finally reaching a point where the SCS will fire. Upon
firing, the capacitor is discharged through the SCS,
and a negative-going voltage is obtaJned at the SCS
anode which is used to reset the flip-flopo Thus, the
flip-flop, upon changing state to RESET, will turn off
Q1. The next VCO pulse will again set the flip-flop
and repeat the cycle. The result is a signal taken
from the Q output of the flip-flop which has a width
determinec by the R-C constants of the SCS circuit and
a repetition rate controlled by the VCO. The pulse
duration is 50_4 SeCo
The 50-_ sec pulse generated by the monostable
circuit is transformer-coupled to a silicon power
ii ............ -
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transi<tor Qi -- see Figure 7 for this chopper circuit.
This chopper transistor is in series _ith a fixed cc
voltage obtained from a transformer-rectifier system
operating frcm the 2400 cycle per secona p]_'er line.
The nomlnal design <enter voltage is 50 V. The chopper
stage interrupts the fixed ac at a rate determined by
the VCO. Tf_e chopped dc is _<moothed to an average
level by the _ctl :, of the L-C filter st_g_ LI a:_d CI.
Inasmuch as the output voltage is determinea by _he
rate at which the chopper is driven, this voltage can
be fed back to the VCC aifferential amy!ifier. This
maintains a steady stale voltage at the su;[ly output
terminals.
It was mentioned earlier that a Zener reference
is used in the VCO. This Zener voirage com}areu with
a segment of the supply output voltage causes the se-
lected VCO to operate at a frequency which ,rill give
the desired dc voltage outputs. Since the system con-
tains the above-mentioned feedback path, the output
dc voltage can be selected to any value below the origi-
nal rectified 50 "_ and can be regulated for both load
and input voltage cb_angeso Typic_i VCO frequencies
to proauce war:ted motor voltages are as follo_v_:
672 bps - 5800 cps; 336 bps - 3000 cp_; !88 bps - 1700
cps; 8& bps - llO0 ¢_s. These are design center values
and in practice may vary slightly° These represent
REL Final Report. Noo 618
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motor voltages of approximately 32, 15, 8, and 5 V.
The advantages of this method of power control
are :
1. No waste of unwanteG power. Voltage drop
across the chopper stage is quite low,
typically 0.4 - 0°6 V. Thus, little power
is dissipated as heat.
2. Driving power i_ low since SCS o_ciliaco_s
will operate reliably at low power levels.
No power is wasted in attempting to control
the system.
]. Ease of output voltage selection by logic
line. Simply adjusting the frequency of each
VCO will allow large changes in cutpuc volt-
age while maintaining this value over wide
temperature and load variations°
4. Size of complete four-speed motor supply sys-
tem is not excessively large. The only com-
ponents contributing to size and weight in any
appreciable amount are the transformers and
capacitors o
In reviewing the power supply problems, it may
be seen that the power system used in the 10 7 bit re-
corder more than fulfills all requirements. Further
refinements could yield a system which could provide
a wider output range with a smaller physical size.
.°
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The efficiency unGer worst case conditions of loac
and temperature is about 70 per cent°
LoFic Circuits
1. General Discussion of Logic System
Three signals are received from the space-
craft: (1} NRZ data input, (2) word sync, and
(3} bit synco In order to achieve a maximum pack-
ing density of 400 bits/inch/_racK, serial input
data is converted to semi-parallel data. This
permits the three data tracks to be loade_, bit-
by-bit, to ultimately achieve the packing tensity
of 1200 bits/inch on i/4 in. tape. This was
REL's original Cesign intent, and this result
was successfully accomplished.
It was necessary to count both word and bit
pulses to derive sync pulses which would allow
the word bit to be fed to each data track in the
proper sequence° See EEL L'_'g E17]7-56 for the
overall logic system circuit and REL Dwg C1737-70
for wave form timing Ciagramo
As mentionec above, data to be recorded is
routed by discreet bits into three tape tracks.
Various methods are available for accomplishing
this. It would be possible to record all data
on one track for the entire tape length, then
transfer to the next track for another ta_e pass,
J, ,
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_h_rd track This methodand finally use the " _
has so many drawbacks that serious consideration
was not practical. Other systems involve scanning
the tracks electrically and feeding data onto the
tracks in a parallel manner. None of these meshoCs
were worth considering inasmuch as certain require-
ments concerning error rate and synchronous opera-
tion made 5heir use entirely im_racsical_ REL
elected to use a more sophisticated syscem whereby
the maximum possible packing density was obtained.
The method used resembles a parallel feed
system except that the bits are laia onto the tape
in a quasi-parallel manner. The trigger pulses
which set up the record process are derived from
the bit counter shift register. A worm counter
is provi_ea so that every fourth worm will have its
first word bit again routed to track 1.
The bit counter block diagram is shown in
Figure 8, and the wave form timing aiagram is shown
in REL Dwg C1737-70. This circuit consists of a
shift register receiving its toggle from the bit
sync linc. Steering is so arranged that a pulse
will be present in the three output lines in the
sequence of lO0100!O0, shiftea by a 1-bi_ interval.
The shift line pulse is inhibited Curing reset of
the bit counter. This is required so that the
_._
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first bit of every fourth word will occur at the
proper time to allow storage on track i. The re-
set and shift inhibit signal is obtained from the
word counter.
Since the storing of bits in the manner out-
• lined requires some means of word identification,
a word counter is required. This need is made
even greater by the decision to operate the Fhase-
locked loop system on every fourth word or one in-
tegration per three words. Thus, the.wore counter
serves a dual function. Originally a simple two-
stage binary counter with short-count feedback was
used to divide by 3. However, the short-count
feedback pulse showed up on the counter output
lines. This pulse caused serious triggering prob-
lems in the remaznder of the system. The counter
with the short-count feedback was abandoned in
favor of the present method.
The present word coun_.er is much like a shift
register except that steerlng is determined by
logic. Figure 9 is the word counter block diagram.
The shift line is driven from the wore sync. Thus,
the output line of the last stage will change state
on the third word pulse and hold for 7 bits (I word)
and then reset on the next word. The output lines
are used to set or reset the tape word sync 9
r[
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_lip-flop by means of a gate circuit so that the
flip-flop output signal will have close to a 50
per cent duty cycle over a 3-word interva_o The
ratio is IO bits on, II bits off. This signal is
recorded on the tape for use as the sync signal=
The woru counter output is also u_ed to reset the
bit sync counter on every third wora o
Date Recording
The date line fed to the recorder system car-
ries inverted _erial NRZ data. This signal is in-
verted again i anS the two signals consisting of
NRZ and its inverse are appliec to the toggle
steering points of the three record flip-flops.
Refer to Figure i0 for the block diagram of the
record logic system° The condition of the incoming
data determines the possible state to which an
individual flip-flop might shift_
The toggle signal is obtained from a group of
three dual gates9 one for each f!ip-flopo These
gates receive inputs from the bit counter and the
bit sync line. In the early stage_ of development,
untreated bit sync was used to interrogate and
open the _ates. Severe problems of coincidence
e_isted usin[ thls method° The difficulty was due
to the propagation tinle of the bit shift register.
The strobing pulse and the bit sync did not ai_'ays I
s" 4
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_e., was overcomearrive simultaneously. This prob]
by using differtiated bit sync. The bit sync
• ÷ ,
pulse is R-C differentla_ea_and the negative-
, going pulse is inverted. The result is a bit signal
arriving late by 1/2 of a bit pulse width. Thus,
the gate is opened after arrival of the strobing
bit pulse derived from the bit counter. Stability
is built into the system.
Upon coincidence, the gate output will go to
O. The steering of the flip-flops by the data
and data inverse causes trading, the direction of
which is determined by the 1 or 0 concition of
the data. This action is done sequentially as
dictated by the strobe pulses from the bit counter.
Each _ta bit will be strobea into each data track
in their own order of occurance.
The record flip-flop signal output is suzplied
to push-pull driver stages _'hich feed the center-
tapped record head coils. REL ib:g C1737-6] is a
schematic diagram of the head driver stage. A
driver is used for each track_ The tape is mag-
netized first in one directign for a 1 and then in
the other direction for a O. This results in one
flux reversal per discreet bit change.
The volta[e used to operate the track drivers
is derivea from a PNP transistor lower _itcho
l I
E
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This is done so that record _ower can be i._hibi_ed
when not in record mode, thus insuring that re-
corded data will not be inciscriminate!y erased°
The inhibit sig'nal for this circuit is derived
from the recorder control logic sy3tem.
Playback Logic
In the playback m_de, practically _he reverse
operation occurs of that described in che record
logic system• The recovered playback data sig-
nals, consisting of differentiated pulses, are re-
constructed by a level aetector similar in opera-
tion to a Schmidt trigger° The level detector out-
put is a square wave having a relationship to re-
covered pulses as shown in Figure iI. The block
diagram of the playback logic system is shcwn in
Figure 12°
The recovered data is strobed by means of the
output of the bit counter similar to thet during
recording. Differentiated bit sync is used to
eliminate p_ssible coincidence effects° The three
data track gate_ are wired in an 07. configuration,
thus the readout data is put back in serial ar-
rangemento Because of the 90 _ pNa_-'e relationship
of the tape signal to the clock reference made
ratio,_ of _he phase-locked loop,necessary in the ope _
some means must be provided to eliminate this .
J
I
L,
_ ri_9rn _I9 _
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phase error. In addition, the jitter pre_--ent
on the reconstructed signals mu_t be eliminated.
The signals at the outputs of the playback
OR gates are used to SET and RESET a flip-flop
which in turn programs the toEgle steerin=_ points
of an output flip-flop. The output flip-flop
is toggled from the bit sync lineo By this means
the data readou5 is fully serial and synchronous
with the incoming bit and word sync. Since the
90 ° phase slip is present, the output shift reg-
ister also eliminates the slight delay or time
shift introduced by the phase-locked loop.
A follow-up gate is used so that the NRZ
output line will go high whenever the system is
com_anded to go record or slew. This added in-
hibit feature effectively keeps extraneous pulses
off of the output line whenever the machine is
not in the playback mode_
Control Logic System
The external ¢o__'._and system simu!a _ _e_ the space-
craft system which controls the rec__rder • and has
override controls to facilitate testing. This sys-
tem receives command signals from _he s_acecraft
through bit rate come,and lines. These command sig-
nals are as follows: (I) Record, (2) Playback,
(]) Slew, and (4) Stop.
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A two-phase motor drive is obtained from a
series of flip-flops and gates. The mDtor drive
signal is derived eisner from the VCO for the
playback mode or from the 1512 cycle per second
clock line for the record mode° The signals enter
the OR function in the mode seiectior_ gate° I%
is then posslble to derive output signals which
when counted dJ'_n thr, .an T_e m::to- :::,..k fre-
quency divider will be %he correct frequency for
the intended mode. Another series of OR functions
are used to pick up various poinns along the motor
clock frequency divider. These receive commands
from speed control gates so that selection of the
proper motor clock can be initiated from the aata
rate selection lines. A group of flip-f!ops are
used as a two-phase generator and receive their
inputs from the motor clock frequency selector.
The outputs of the fli_-f!._ps feed the motor drive
amplifiers.
Inhibit lines derive_ from various logic func-
tions within the control system are used to shut
down the motor power amplifier_ when not in use
and for making the energizing output line go high
when in the playback mode. Other control functions
derivea from this eystem provide switching comm.lanas
for the programmable power supply, integrator time
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- . inconstant control, and gain switch_n a stage_
the playback amplifier• In aQdition, signals
from the frequency divided motor clock and other
delayed inhibit lines are extracted from the con-
trol system for use in the ena-of-cata system.
End-of-Data System
The function of the end-of-data system is to
"' "_ ...... " lock cfsupply an output pulse v h_n_ .... a . _re
viousiy recoroed oata has been _!ayes back. Every
time the recorder changes from record to sto_ or
playback, an enc-of-cata code is recorGed on the
sync track. This is accomplisheG by counting down
the record motor clock signal and feeding it into
the sync track recora gate. EEL Dw_ 1737-55
shows the eDG-of-Gata system. This _ate also re-
ceives a time delayed signal derived from the fre-
quency divider and a signal from the record com-
mand line ES-I. The output of the end-of-aata
gate is fed to the sync track reccrd P_, .,.z_-z lo_.
Upon going from record mode to any other
mode, including off, the end-of-data marking ccde
overrides the data signal and is reccrded on track
2 of the ta_e. The end-of-Gata doge burst is
readily identifiable by the end-of-data detector
because the end-of-data code has a repetition
rate greatly in excess of the taye sync signal.
Y_
_;', L" J
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itWhen the end-of-Q__ta signal is playec t_ck,
is fed through a counter v;hich receives a Cc
reset pulse from the word sync counter system.
The end-of-¢ata cetector will not count the
low speed signals, ..suc _ as ta_e sync sicna__,be-
cause it gets reset at the end of every word.
It can only develop its count-to-thr_e _ulse when
fed by a signal of a faster reDeti_ion rate, such
as the end-of-data code. The end-of-data de_ec,_c_
out_uC gate is fed an inhibit signal so that i%
will not deliver an output signel _.Len in the re-
cord mote. The follow-up one-shot is trifgercd
from the end-of-aata detector cutout. _n_s on J-
shot delivers a 50-millisecona " - _ '....en_-_1- _ _ pulse
ES-4.
Mu!tis_eed Fh_se-locked Lc..o_ Control Svatcm
The data to be played back to the earth u[on com-
mand mus% be synchronous with the s_.acecraft clock sys-
tem. A simple free-running trans[ort would require that
the tape readout data be stored in an aFIropriate buf-
fer shift register Frior _o transmission. This shift
register would then be interro_qateC by 5he spacecraft
bit pulse, reading out the stored tale pulses bit by
bit. This method imposes severe limitafions on the
flexibility, size, and stability of a system. It would
be far better to have a recorder which woula provide , , #
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synchronous readout when supplied a;propriate word
and bit signals.
This is done in the lO 7 recorder by the inclusion
of a phase-locked loop tape speed control. In this
system, word, bit, and data are fed the recorder cir-
cuits during the record mode. A word sync signal,
derivea from a combination of word and bit signals,
' bheis recorded c:_ a se_uc_te tf_:_k. U_:.A pl_}_ :_::.,
tape sync signal is compared in _hase to the satellite
clock sync. The resultant of this comparison is used
to control the average speed of the motor driving the
tape. Therefore, the bits reao out of the data tracks
will have a rate dependent upon the refer'ence clock.
Further use is made of the word and bit signals in a
simple buffer shift register to eliminate jitter com,-
ponents from the r_covered data pulses. Since all
reconstruction of tape signals and the s_cd of the ma-
chine is referenced to the satellite clock, the end re-
,._on_s,. with the ref-sult is NRZ data in _erfect sync _ : ""
erence clock.
A complete study was made of speed control both
on the breadboard transport and the _rototype machine.
This was time consuming because of the four rates re-
quired. _4otor torque had to be varied during these
tests, since the mechanical system oynamics played an
important'role in the stability of the system.
5:,s:
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Originally, the _erform_:nce of the servo was very
tested "*_•good when _ " _h tie breadboard _age transport
using breadboard rooters. All four rates were tried, and
some instability was noticed, particular!y when using
high loop gain. Scme of Lhe instability may have been
due to exLernal!y generate/ noise which shock excited
the system.
"7
At ab_ut this time i._ the dcvelo[me"l <£ Lhe lO
bit recorder, J}:L __not_iea REL of the new increased
Flayback rates of 84, 167, 336, and 672 b_s. This ne-
cessitated some back-tracking with res_ect to the de-
velopment of the phase-lccked loop control system.
Initial breadboard tests at the new rates showed no
major problems, and the servo system was developed for
the new rates.
Further work was dcne with the prototype ta_e
transport. Again, all four races were tried but more
time was consumed in this study because its success
would have a direct effect upon the finalized system.
Whenever attempts were made to o[erate the system at
high VCO deviations, serious instability was found as
evidenced by severe hunting. This is the equivalent of
high-loop gain in conventional servo systems. The hunt-
ing could be eliminated by a reduction in gain but at
a sacrifice of lock-in time. Also, very liscle reserve
gain would be available to allow for normal temperature
and torque variations.
4¸¸ _ , _ _/
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A single stage lag filter was then tried and the
results were quite good. The constants were chosen
while operating at high loop gain -+15"_, , Oeviation, at
a rate of 672 bps. The filter time constant was se-
lected to allow _eak response at the low frequency end
of the servo _s band -- below !O cycles. REL believes
that by extenuing sys<em resronse into the higher fro-
quencies woul_ cause more %reub!e, since flutter cc=,-
ponents have most of their energy above 14 cycles per
second.
An interestin Z observation was made during this
investigation period. It was found that flutter was
increasea when tb servo loop was closed. Nominal oFen loop
flutter was usually !.];J; closing the loop caused an
increase of greater than 2:1. However, by shifting the
phase characteristics of the system using a filter of
phase limited design, the flutter could actually be
reduced during closed-loop operation. Filter require-
ments became less critical at lower readout rates.
Thus, efforts were primarily directed in achieving
stability at 672 bps.
One of the most difficult problems was caused by
capstan "stiction" or the slip-grab effect. Flutter
pulses produced by this phenomenon tend to be quite
rapid and have steep sides. Total energy content may
not be great due to the small area under the wave fo_, _{
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but continuous _u:ain[ can cause the servo to exces-
sively correct. If the system has a positive feet-
back area, it will eventuslly be shock excited into
oscillation. A temporary step taken to eliminate
stiction was to stcn: the downsLream capstan, thus
eliminating the rouffh surface finish. Stiction ef-
fects are quite a serious problem in many other machines.
The inclusion :-.f __filter huvi: E t:.;_ r',l]-nff b:'_'_k
frequencies was l_ter insta!]ed in the servo system.
This filter provides exceptionally good results, since
it shapes the frequency response oi the loop so that
large levels of flutter can be accumulated without
causing serious over-correction, even w_:en using high
values of l_op gain. The response curve of the loop
filter used in the recorder shipFea to J}L is shown in
Figure 13.
i. Gated Integrator
A gated integrator system is _;roviaed in
the phase-locked loop control system to con-
vert the relative phase anfle of two signals
to provide adc voltage which coulu be used
to control motor speed. The gate_ integre, tor
was selected over conventional these detector
ana filter systems because the latter: (I}
have high power consumytion, (2) have inaae-
quate linearity, and (3) are often restricted
in dynamic operating range.
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The reconstructed tape wore signal and the
word sync _s_gnal from the recorder logic sys-
tem are fed into the selected phase com_alator
at the input of the gated integrator circuit.
There are four _hase comgarator circuits in
the phase-locked 1oo[ concro! system, one for
each tape speed. The output of the phase com-
parator (dioce gate) is a [ulsc havin_ a width
equal to the phase difference of the two input
signals. The gated integrator converts the
phase change of two signals to a voltage change
that is fed back to the VCO which is tuned co
the center frequency. The VCO then shifts fre-
I
quency in a direction as determined by the inte-
grator out_ut. This signal is then fed to the
motor to increase or decrease s_eed, thereby
e.ffe cting synchronism.
The square wave output of the _hase compara-
tot is fed into the integrator. Figure !_
shows the block diagram and REL Dwg D1737-69
shows the circuit of the gated integrator.
The integrator circuit includes a silicon-
controlled switch (SCS) used to provide rapid
reset rise time. The reset _uise causes a re-
duction in anode gate voltaic which fires the
silicon-controlled switch. The SCS cathode
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is connected to the mid-point of a ce[acitor
divider network through a hclc-q __
Firing of the SCS causes the miC-_ein_ of this
network to rapid2 2 rise in voltage until the
ca_hoQe w_]tace reaches a point ......._v _in_uish
.the _r
select2on of the v_ztage Qiviue:- resistors
which detcrr..2n,_ t}:,_ J_-_ .,_*.........
hold-off oioCe [resents the s tcrea -_-rge_.=from
leaking off.
Rundown is accomplished by a_F!yint_ the
resultant from the Fhase com_arator to a [ate
transistor. Fi[ure ]5 shows a tyyical [lotted
integrator OUtFUt waw- form. _Then the gate
transistor is ccnducti:tg, the voltase at the
mid-Foint of the cayacitcr network Oischarges
at a constant rate which is aetermineci by the
values of the resistors in the collectors of
the integrator time constant switches. There
are four such switches proviced to acco'modate
the four d{_rcn%.... p_ack_-"_ _=o....... :r^_,..,_,..,_S'_
rundown continues for a time interval determinec
by the width of the outpour pulse of the pLase
comparator. This integrated voltaze will ho]d
at this level until another reset [ulse occurs
which returns the output to its ori[inal reset
value. The high output impedance of the
[
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integrator is converted to a low output im-
pedance by means of a Darlington amplifier Lav-
ing a very high current gain. This amplifier,
along with the proper selection of hold-off
diodes, p, oduces a very low output droop uuring
the reset and hold _erioas of the integrator.
Typically droop is less than 5% over any three-
word peric, d.
Assuming a tare s_eed of O.07 ips, the sig-
nal recorded on the sync track will be a square
wave having a 50% duty cycle, i cycle per 3
words and a freque:_cy of 4 cycles per seconc.
The signal which is generated by the recorder
logic system at 84 bps has a width of 35.75 1:_s.
Adjustment of _he individual timing resistors
is done with e-_?h of the four rates usin_ the
full puls( width (35.75 ms). The resistors
are then adjustea to _rovide a maximum integra-
tion to 5 volts. This is then repeated for
each one of the four _!ayback rates. Because
the system is set u_: to run with the tape _-_
sync _ulses at 5v,_ coin :Jence, this will yielu
I/2 of the full _ulse wicth or an integrator
output voltage of i0 volts. This is the "in-
sync" conditio:[.
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if the [ulse of the r_corder sync track
occurs ]ate, the integration _cricu is shortur',
and the integrator output voltage averages
less than 710 Vcc. The VCO which controls the
frequency su_p!ie_ to t}:e _!aybdck motor, and
therefore th_ ta_'e s_e_ increases so th_at the
next sync pulse on the tape will occur earlier.
are varied according to the relative _:ha_c
angle between the external] wcrc sync and the
sync extracted from tl.e ta_e.
If both pulses that are to be c_:.4.arcd
in phase h_ve the same duration, a plot of
the overall control characteristics versus
relative _hasc angle slows two immcuiately
÷ •
adjacent areas, one relrcsen_ing tLc ,._o_t_ve_ - _
feedback and the other a positive feedback con-
dition. As the phase changes rapic!y uuring
lock-in, this condition will cause overshoot-
ing and general difficulty in achieving lock.
If, however, these positive and "--_ "'_ne_z_ feed-
back areas are separated by lengthening one
pulse with respect to the ocher, phase lock
is achieved in the least amount of time.
Ideally, one of the signals will have a 50>$
duty cycle, _rovideC in tLis case by the raze
sync.
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• Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
The output of the gated integrator is fed
through the low pass filter network to the VCC.
REL Dwg D1737-69 shows the VCO circuit. The
basic circuit of the voltage-controlled oscil-
lator originally _esigned for the 106 bit re-
colder under JPL contract 950105 was not suf-
ficiently stable for use as a servo reference
in this lO ? bit recorder• Frequency drift
with temperature of the IO 6 bit recor_aer was
on the order of ÷120 cycles at 85 C and -72
cycles at -15 C.
A differential type of compensator is used
in the 10 ? bit recorder. Typical drift is on
the order of 0.4% at 85 C and O 2,_ at -15 C,
both in the positive direction• The circuit
was temperature cycled at least ten times with
no indication of departure from the original
results. Transistor replacement showed no
severe changes due to parameter spreads. How-
ever, parts selection was quite critical and
could be a problem for flight hardware. Some
of the conclusions reached from using this type
of VCO are as follows:
a. very good temperature stability and
very low hysteresis,
IL_
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b. critical component selection in at
least three circuit positions,
c. no data existing concerning long-
term drift,
d. fairly good stability with power
supply changes,
e. drift and emitter follower not yet
compens ate d,
f. considerable flexibility in chGcsing
temperature/fro que ncy deviation.
The VCO consists of a silicon-controlled
switch working as a relaxation oscillator,
similar to a unijurction configuration. An
R-C network is used to determine the frequency
of oscillation. The frequency of the VCO is
varied and is determined by the potential on
the base of a transistor which varies the re-
sistance component of an R-C network. The
center frequency of the VCO is adjuste_ for
1512 cycles per secon_ with a iO-volt input.
To provide temperature stability, the
variable impedance transistor is in the con-
figuration of a differential amplifier, the
other half of which merely supplies reference
voltage. Frequency drift, as a function of L.
r "
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increased transistor leakage, is compensate_.
Resistance networks are used between an emit-
ter follower and the control transistors to
get the required frequency deviation at the
stabilized operating point. Linearity of fre-
quency deviation is better J_an O.1}:_ over the
operating range.
Playback A_plifier
The major problem associated with the low
playback speeds required of the iO 7 bit tape re-
corder is low voltage output at the heaa at very
low frequency. To obtain a stable output for the
level detector, the conventional R-C coupled am-
plifier system was abandonea. The reasons for this
were that direct coup, ling would give linear response
down to almost do, would eliminate bulky interstage
coupling capacitors, and would eliminate interstage
coupling capacitor leakage. Four playback amplifier
circuits are provided, one for each track. This
discussion is typical of all four circuits. REL
Dwg E17]7-57 shows the playback amplifier circuit.
Initial efforts were exLended in investigating
chopper amplifiers. These efforts were partially
successful, but it appeared that the ability of the
choppers were somewhat magnified by the manufacturer.
D
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Extensive studies were made cn the ability
of the playtack amplifier to handle t}_e 8:1 chan6e
in amplitude and frequency. The four _]ayback
rates require that the playback amplifier be cap-
able of handling a head output voltage dynamic
range cf I_ ab. As the rate is increased from the
lowest rate, an output voltage-frequency relation-
ship of 6 db per octav ,_ re- :_ The prca_if _.ers
used in the 10 7 bit recorder are capable of handling
this dynamic range. However, it was necessary to
provide some means cf gain control to _revent suc-
cessive voltage stages from overloading.
An attemFt w_.s mad_ _ for a 6 _b per octave filter
to m_intain a constant outFut voltage and prevent
overloading. Unfortunately, Fassive filters cannot
be easily designed to handle such a wide range of
signal frequency and still have the linear phase
transfer which is neeaed for proper signal recon-
struction. The _efini%ion of the record signal
would suffer causing an error. A Butter_orth fil-
ter was breadboarded. While it would have teen
suitable, the dc drift introduced by the necessity
of direct couFling the filter amplifier could not
be tolerated. Filtering was not practical.
1. Preamplifier Stage
The signals present at the head termi-
nals are differentiated NRZ pulses. These
[:
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must be amplified before the original NRZ
data can be reconstructed. The preampli-
fier stage is a straightforwaru oifferen-
tial, direct-coupled amplifier -- refer-
ence REL Dwg D1737-59. This is a two-stage,
push-pull amplifier with extensive feedback
to make the amplifier stable over the re-
quired temperature range. The advantage
of this type of circuit is that it permits
a widem selection of parts. Standard
stocked transistors an_ other components
are used.
The playback system was developed with
a high ac gain and a low dc gain from a
temperature stability viewpoint. From a
push-pull head input, a single-ende_ out-
put signal is derived.
The reason for the differentia! system
is that due to low signal levels, com_on
mode noise must be eliminated. _iuch of
this noise is generated internally by the
square wave motor system. The design in-
cludes complete shielding of the playback
amplifier, motor power amplifier, common
power supply leads, and ground leads. Con-
s_iderable care in routing the dc power
WEL Final Report No. 618
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distribution leads keeps motor noise
out of the amplifier. The differential
system of the preamplilier stage deters
noise -- the signal-to-noise ratio is greater
than 40 db.
As may be seen in REL Dwg D1757-59, the
preamplifier system has an R-C network to
provid_ h_gh frequency roll-off.
Drift Corrector
The drift corrector circuit corrects
dc drifts resulting from thermal variations
in the preamplifier circuit. The single-
ended output of the preamflifier stage is
fed into the drift corrector. REL L_vg
D1737-60 shows the drift corrector circuit.
The drift corrector is a two-stage,
direct-coupled amplifier. Both stages are
of a differential design. Again, Ioo_
feedback is used. However, one leg of t_
push-pull feedback loop contains a shunt
_.e_ which by_assescapacitive reactance e le
audio frequency. This keeps the signal
gain high yet is not passive for Gc drift.
The dc gain is reduced to nearly unity.
The result: high ac gain _ith little dc
gain. The single-ended output of the drift
2/
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corrector is fed to the main amplifier
circuit.
_I_in Amplifier Circuit
The main amplifier has two push-pull
stages and is a direct-couylea amplifier
with considerable push-pull feedback. How-
ever, this sytem differs from the previous
stales _escriteu in that it has three feet-
back switchin E stages. The amount of feed-
back is controlled by the re!ationshi_ of
R6 and Rll as shown in R/L bwg _17]7-o..'_
Since it is necessary to change the gain
with each playback rate, the switching
stages can be switched from the ccm.mana
logic to correct gain for each rate.
If a 1 is put on any line, the associated
stage will conduct. The recorder is sup_liec
by four logic lines to indicate the bit
rate at which the recorder should o_erate.
As the tape speed increases from 8_ bits
per second to 3]6 bits _er second, the feed-
back increases, thus maintaining constant
output at all tale s_eeas. When a 1 is
applied at 672 bits per second, automati-
cally a 0 appears on the other three s_eed
lines --none of the three switches are
operating.
iE
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Gain adjustments are maae in _nc fol-
lowing manner:
a, Gain is adjustec tc trovide I_ V
r_ _,_gpeak-to-peak output _,hen ope "_'_
at 672 bps.
b. Step a is repeate_ at ]]6 b_s.
c. Step a is r_eated at 168 b_s.
d Ste_ a is rc_ e_ted at _ b_s
When the systom is in the recorG moGe, the
playback am_!ifiers are in o[eration v.ith
gain control only at 336 and 672 bps. The
remaining two recorG s_nee_s have no gain
control effect on che aLu[!ifier I ana the
output _;avc forms are considerably distorted•
This is duc to overloacing the a:::_lificr.
Figure ii shows a typical am_!ifi_:r
output signal way form with Gc offse_ volt-
age unGer normal conditions. Fisurc 16 is
a frequency response curve of the playback
amplifier system.
Level Detector Circuit
. The output of the main amplifier is a
differentiated NRZ pulse that is fe_ into
the level detector. This is a modifiea
Sc_id% trigger using a com[limentary con-
figuration -- see REL Dwg C1737-62. The
F i ..... _ _i ¸,
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pulses recovered from the ta_e are .m:Flifiem
to a level suitable to convers:on to ,_Z.
The REL design uses slope detection in v.hich
the pulse changes the state 6f a flip-flop
(Schmict trigger) abou t half-way u_ the
leading edge. Figure ii shows the voltage
wave form, with values of the level detector
circuit.
Other apFroaches of data recenstructicn
were attempted. It was originally believed
that a peak detector could be used for
data reconstruction. Difficulties Fresunsed
by high power consumFticn ant the necessity
for some _ossible cem_:onent _,,_'-'_*,-"",_n_n_,- _re-
c!uded the use of this system. Contra r'.'..,
to the comanon belief that Feak detectors
are widely used and that ty}ical circuits
exist throughout curl-ent technical literature,
REL encountered consiuerab!c Cifficulty in
obtaining any information on Feak uetectors.
As a matter of intercst, REL has ccvel<,f,cu
a workable peak detector since the time of
this initial investigation.
The aFt,roach used in the 10 6 recoruer
could not be used because it offer_c very
little control over the selection of ,;"
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operating _oints along the ta_= _ulsc ;-.arc
form. This method of sloFe aetucticn is
quite susceptible to noise.
Power DecouF!ing Circuit
It is necessary to use a power decou-
pling circuit because there is considerable
noise on the I 6-volt lines• This noise is
in the }_Jss band of the am_lifler _y/te::.
Conventional R-C decouplin6 n_.t_,,orks were
found to be inadequate for this purpose.
The power decoupling circuit functions
as a sim_,le series voltage loss circuit
with operating points derived from a Zen:r
diode operating off of a 20-volt line. _.£L
Dwg C1737-58 shows tkc _owrr _ecoupling cir-
cuit. This circuit has three major functions
as follows:
a. takes the _ 6 volts available to "_,
system and drops it to i 4 volts,
b. isolates i 4-volt input to preamFlific:
from any noise present in the m 6-volt
line,
c. accomplishes some degree of regulation
per the tolerances in the JPL s_ecifica-
tion.
d_
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F. End-of-Tape Sensor Circt_it
The end-of-ta_e sensor circuit was designed to
eliTninate noise from the enJ-of-_a_e signal -- ref-
erence REL _r"',._gC 73_-o8.__ " The output Fu_se of the
end-of-tape sensor may have noise spikes aue _o dis-
continuity of the gold.
The Schmidt trigger used in nhis circuit is
conventional except for the c£_ncitive nlme constant
at the input which provides ac hysteresis. Upon
the initiation of the end-cf-s_ce. Fu!se, there will
be no change in state cf the Sc_c_idt trigger until
C1 has discharged to a new net value. The Scb_mias
trigger then fires. Any s_ikes of noise will not
cause the Scb_idt trigger to return to its normal
state until proper time has elapsed. Since the re-
quired time is greater than lO0 ms, no output will
occur with spikes huving a deviation less than this.
Therefore, noise has been eliminated from the ena-of-
tape signal. The :2 [_midt trigger returns to its
normal state following the elansed time determinec
by the aforcm_n_iene_ time cc,nst ',_*=..,. _is,, _gg_'__._
the one-shot, ant the output i_ ES-5 - a go-to-zero
pulse.
G. Motor Drive Amplifier
In the interest of efficiency, it is necessary
to operate the motor from a square wave _ower source. )
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In order tha¢ REL would hog waste g,)_er, an efficient
and re liab_e drive _'_amp_ r was developed for _he
motor which c,_er_tes off of the outpu% cf the pro-
grammable power su_}lyo There are two motor drive
amplifiers: one for playback motor _a_L i%vg _it37 ,2)
and one for the record mot._r (REL lbig D]_v-_i)_,. , . This
discussion of the motor drive amplifier is for one-
half ,_ " : _ "¢ the am_ !ifier; t_.c r_..ne: .r:91. _= ]_:_T:ic_J]
"* "*" du._l t:idgc-c<':nectedThe amTlifier cons]-:_s ,,,
power switches. The two-wire input to one [!asc of
the amp]ifier is a conventicn._1 logic ou'._ut square
wave. This _rovides a push-gull drive system. The
signal is diode coupled to a pair of buffer transis-
tors: This buffer c,,atgu_ is: r_._en_diode cou!]eC to
• •
a pair of - -'_- func.tlor::n_, as orivers The
output of the driver stage is fed to t_o coug]ing
transformers which, in turn, supply base afire cur-
rent for the " - _ d .. ._ =_=e_.brldge-_onnecte _,u_:u5 "_-'-- The
output of the i_]st driver e_age i_ fed to one _hase
winding of the motor. Thls e_.me circuit i_ used for
the other phase winling.
Since the buffer driver s_gez are direct-
coupled, there is a pcssitility that if th__ drive
signal is lost, s condition could exist whereby one-
half of the driver system may come to quiesence in
a heavily conducting state. This could cause heavy
/
.. ,, ;, /. ?_,.' ,'
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curren.t to f .... ; --"- t_,- -_-,
_v, ..:._ah _. [ ...... ary cf the driver
transformer ar:a _cssibly result in seriou_ damage
[
[
to the transfcrmero To preven5 this from happening,
an inhibit line was inserted into the sytem which,
when made high (3 6 volts), will cause the buffer
stages to conduct. This effectively cuts off the
driver sta6e.
H.
_a,:ka£._:-i_£.__f ::_..::: :__:=<= , i _lec: .......
One of klL's earlie_<t goals wa_; <" _ve much
Li
[
[
of the associated circuit element_ i:_u_ea within the
recorder transport assembly. O.vi,.g to the complex-
ity of the evolved system, thls w=s n:,t feasible. The
use of standard jPI, breadboard icgic cards necessi-
tated that the bulk of the logic ant control systems
[
[
[
bah.used external to the recorder proper. The
electronics of the 107 bit recorder are b,ou_<cd as
follows: the playback preamplifiers are integral
with the recorder trdns_-ort. All or_her circuit ele-
ments are housed in a tab!e-to_ rack asse_.b]y which
[
[
[
uses plug-in JPL card trays,
The low level out[ut from the heaus requires
that noise be kept out of the circuit. Kctor drive
voltages are used which have frequencies within the
tape signal pass band. Since two separate systems
_]. l
occur and an interconnectinf c=_,_e Is used, the best
L
way to handle these low level head signals is to
build the preamplifiers into the tran._ort housing.
q
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This resulted in a gackaged four-ch=.rnel <regm<li-
fier assembly which is ioc_ted below the m_tors
on the rear of the transport. The heac leaas are
quite short and go direc¢!y into this shielaed am-
plifier package. The output level of these ampli-
fiers is on the crder of 2 vo!Ls, a level which
can be fed _ver the umbilical cord without risk of
noise [ickup.
The rack assembly contains the following active
components :
Control IDgic circuit: ]5 e_ Fli_-flop Cards: _
22 ea AND Gate Cards
2 ea Driver Cards
Record and playback
logic circuits: 15 ea Fii[.-f!op C=_rds
22 ea AND Cards
6 ea Driver Cards
2 ea Prcg.ankmabze Power oupply Units
iea Dual r_...._,r Drive ....""_m_,il fief
iea Playback "-'_ r .__._ Am_!ifie Assembly (4 Ch 'nne!s)
i ea n.c-of-:_ Se _...... Pulse Sha[er C: cuit
Other circuits, su<h as record hera @rivers,
VCO, and integra<or, are mountea on JPL ty_c plug-
in cards and are ncu=ed in the [ray assemhlles.
REL could not [ursue an exten:ive _:kuging Lro-
gram with the funds avai!atle. The original _greement"
E
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was that Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI) would pack-
age the electronics _y_tem. At the, time TI was
preparing a quote for the electronics package, JPL
notifies REL of the cutback of the ;._riner frauds.
This precluded any further study of she electronics
_ackaging _robien:o
TEST PROGEA74
The "In_e:/m lest fiat. T)_e A_lu,=i Te=ting of I0 7 Si_
_lagnetic Tape Recorder" (igyendix Ii) was use./ as a basis
for testing the -nr_,. bit ta?e recorder. This document lists
the specific environmental tests performed at JPL and lists
certain functional tests performed on the mechanism before,
during, and after the environmental tests. This interim
test plan and the test fixtures used in testing were approvea
by JFL. All circuits were tes%ed _rior to mounting in the
breadboard cabinet.
• t _,eJPL furnishe_ REL with all of the circuitry for '_
digital logic functions in the form of plug-in caras. These
cards were used exc!usi_ely in the test "_- of1._ the 10 7 bit
tape recorder and were not modified in any way by REL.
A. Environmental Te_s
Only one environmental test was condccned at REL --
temperature extreres_ _I_ other environ_ental tests,
such as shock and "_ _ _
_.brat._n, were run at JPL A_ a
meeting held in AFril, 1963, 7PL and REL mutually agreed
tha_ the thermal shock and mechanical shock environmental
_
I
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tests would be ccnducteG at the end of the deve!o[ment
program. This decision was made because these tests
could be destructive. At' that meeting, some environ-
mental tes%s were waivereG: thermal bacte _ _r_o_cg!cal
sterilization test _:=_--_rf _n__e_e_ence _--_
i. Vibrations Tests
The first vibration test conquered at
JPL was with plastic covers in order that th_
transport could he viewed during vibration.
A _roblem arose at the time cf the first
schedu]eu test -- the recorder did not fit
into JPL's hex box designed for acce[ting the
recorder during vibration testing. Sufficient
space had not be_n allocated to accor:Jr,odate
>ossible Fackage excursion curing vibration.
A new vibration fixture was designed and built,
thereby insurinF that the e,g. of %he recorder
would be such that equal ]oaus woulu be _re-
sented to each of the shock mounts. This new
fixture was cf a cantilever design. Test re-
sults with the shock .... _ "- _},_ ...._r_,r_
tio were satisfactory.
vibration tests were then recc)naucted using
metal covers. The results were gooC except
that one 4-40 nut came loose. This was re-
assembled snd loctited. Flutter was checked
-/
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after each -¢ibration zest ana was satisfactory.
As a result of the _roblems encountered
with the _a[e bincing at low temperature dur-
ing the first se_ of tes¢s at JPL, a reel
brake was __ ._l _,_. Para-s_=_ed in the .... *
graph V.D. of this report discusses the first
tests at JPL in _reater detail. A special vi-
bration test fixture was fabrica_e_ by REL
and vibration tests conducted here to deter-
mine vibration effects on the reel brake. The
special test fixture was necessary because a
slide plate at_ach:nent for REL's vibration
equipment was no_ available.
The machine was vibrated in three mutually
perpendicular planes from !O cycles _o 1500
cycles with 5 g's rms input to the shake table.
The results were _ood wi_h satisfactory flutter
rea_in£s sfter vibration in each _;lane an_] no
severe tape looping occurred. The _achine ap-
peared to be satisfactory for further testing
T ,Tat oF_.
The second series of tests at JPL were con-
ductea in the same manner as the firs_ tests,
using p!as_ic covers. The results of the vi-
bration test were again satisfactory.
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2. Acce lerat ko:: Test
During the first series of te_<s at' JFL,
the acceleraL_.:_ _est _a:_ ccnduct ed wi_h metal
covers and in accordance with JPL s}ecification
]0257. The m_chine was mour. tea in the same
test fixture as that u__ec in the vibration test
except it was m:un_ed or thu centrifuge arm.
The recorder ,._= ,_i_,_ ,t_._ _f'er _.;.- :.,,.-,"_: _..-::_ti -
tes_ and _erfcrn_nce ,,_s _la_"i. Flutter "_.,as
also checked and _as satlsfact<ryo
The re¢crdL_r was again subjected t:. accel-
eration tests during tLe s_ccnd series of tests
at JPL. The test [,roced_re and _esults _ere
the same as _ fi,,e rst J_I, tests,
Operational Tts_-
All of the oreraticnal cl,ecks iisteO in p._rsgralh
5.4 of the Int,erim Test Flan Ty_e Approval Testing of
10 7 Bit _t_gnetic Tape Recorder were conducted at room
temperature, and the .e_u_t_ w_e s_tisfact]ry These
operational checks included: Recc:ding, Playback,
Coding, End-of-Data Dete --_'__,r., End-of-TaFe Detection,
Pressure Tran=ducer, and TeTrerature Transducer.
Performance Test
1. Flutter
Flutter refers t_ taFe s_eed irregulari_,ies
evidenced by. a vari_i<n of %he _layback signal fre-
quency• Flutter _s _enerally a_F!ied to tale s_eed
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change rates in ex=ess of a few cycles, while WOW
l,= s_eed occuringis used to denote a slew change _
below a few cycles yer second. In a t#>ical ma-
chine, the cyclic cem_,onent__ of flutter, such as
caused by bearmr.g _efects o.... s,._ runout, can be
identified by their r_,,]ation_hip to the known re-
riod of rotation cf th_se Farts. Y!utt_r dat_ is
used as the mechanical criteria for an_, L.y_tem,
al;_ _ digit lanalog or digital. Flutter will _°--" e
system in quite a unique manaer, since its rel:_tJ'_n
to jitter deterz, ines the area over which a _hase-
locked speed control will work and determines the
total data sync stability.
In s digi_a! macLine, it is more co_:m_on to
refer to the effects cf flutter as jitter, since
pulse _osition stability is invc!ved.
_ieasurements of flutter require than the machine
reproduce a signal output of several L.hc:usand cycles
per second wizh a _ractical frequency demodulation
by a sub-carrier _i__crimina<or. The output of the
discriminator, indicating _:* -* .......
viation, is [eneral!y Flotted by means of a Visi-
corder so that individual sources of flutter may be
determined from their res[ective repetition rates
coupled with the knob, leaSe of the various rotational
speeds. It is customary to refer to flutter in
l.. "t
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terms of percent deviation from the mea_ speec.
Initial tests of the system indicated that the
transport had high flut%er. An unusually high
flutter amplitude was traced to the dovm.stream
capstan, against which the tape is supposed to slip
smoothly. The problem was aggrevated by the full
exerted by the tape in the reel assembly as it
winds. This flutter did not cause erratic fuuction-
ing of the phase-locked ]oop and further tests were
conducted• Later replacement of an associated
capstan bearing assembly reduced flutter to the
1% level.
Flutter was measured by programming a steady
state frequency on an •entire tape using a Hewlett-
Packard Model 211A square wave signal generator.
The output of the playback amp]if let was fed to the
frequency discriminator El,5{ 189D, The output of
the discriminator was then fed through suitable
low pass filters to the Visicorder.
The results of this test showed that the ma-
chine had a peak-to-Feak flutter value of 1.4%.
A typical V_isicorder chart of the flutter tests is
provzded in Figure 17.
Amplitude Modulation
The tape used for the flutter test was played
back and the signals viewed on a Tektronix oscil__o -
scope 50]. By reducing the sweep rate of the scope
_- i _
_ [
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to show the p!ayb:_._tk a,i_nal enveioF.e_ arr_plituc,.e
modulation will appear as modulation of the en-
velope. The percent modu]ati,:,n can then be cal-
culated o
The results _h-;_,ed an am}lituae modulation at
all times of le_s than 5_.
Jitter
The maximu,_._ jitter error _hich can be tolerated
is determined [y the re]atior:ship _f bit interval
to data pul_,e in<ervaio U:.ually about 10_ jitter
can be permitted in a typical synchronous system.
The combined effects of skew ar,.aga_ scatter re-
duce the effective usable width of any recovere¢
tape pulse. In order to achieve reliable synchronous
readout, it becomes necessary to set up a system
so that conside__ble time shift of the taFe signal
can be tolerated before errors occur.
Strobing of data bits during quiescent periods
rather th_n at ie_d!r_g or tra!iirg edge_ is an
effective method of insuring reliable o_eration.
Jitter was measured at REL by two methods. For
the preliminary investigatory te_ting, with no logic
circuitry available, a square wave was recorded on
the tape through the record head drivers_ The same
'square wave generator used in the flutter test was
used in the jitter test• The differentiated signal _ _
C: "< ' . / ,
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te
was p!ayec OecK u=ir.g a _o_!ve-g_lne pulse _o
trigger the. _:,pe, While at the o_me _ime the rele-
tire time __hif_ of the negative-going pulse was
observe_
The s_c_nd me_hod u_ed f:,r <e_ i..... _er, wi_h
logic circus, try aVali_tle, _as similar to %he first
method ex-__pt the _nase-,,c,ked I,_ p system wa_ use_
The referen=e signal _;_s the tic _),n_ f._om the icgic
circuitry. Percent jitter wa_ a meai_ure of *'__n_ maxi-
-r
mum dev'-_ _ - " "
- _.ion from a meat p_,sztitn of tape d_ta
pulse with respect t _ the bit sync.
The results _h_ed a _ of
....x] mtmi jit-.c r I0_,_.
Figure 18 i__ a gra[hi::_i representation of ty_ica!
jitter.
Head G_ Sca.t_er and SKew
a. Head Oe_ Scatter
Gap ec_tte _ is a chsr_c<er:_-tic determined
by the mecn_r:ic-il t¢lerar.ce=_ in the manufacture
and aligr;men< of T_re head _,-_emb:ie_:_ _sr scat-
ter is a measure_ of L._-_e ar,lo,'_,_ _f misaligr_ment
of the gap p:,sition_ as it occurs in co-planar,
interie _,¢e/ heads°
This test was conducted hy recording the
same signal on all track_ simu!tanenu_ly by
feeding a __quare _ave signal in<z, the four re-
cord amplifiers tied toget.he-o A Tektronix
REL Final [report N._. 61_
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(iual-*r -,_c' :ci ]_ t:.pe = ' *
of the four track-, ^a:-. :ele_tea: t:, tr_,=e=--==_.: ::e
scq_e° Extreme c-:re w_=- t_ken in m'-]i.r.tain!ng am
-,-_" theaccurate as _o-siole the .'.rill:or ;.:ir.t s! .... ._
J
slope of the ;,'qvef0rmo O-.e :f "r;e..r_,_]ning.,,,t_ee..
signals w_s ale:, di_p!ayed_ With th_s meth'_c,
any fixea .Jif_ ....
a fur,-*i._r:_.,. :.f g_[ =,'_t_'-__._:_ (_,a_." mi_÷ li#:..::_a:tt)_ - ul.__
be seen, ?his tine ,Jiffe:'en_e w_s then rea{_ily co.-:-
verteQ Io :nlcrjl,._r-.ez., [_r._cbic _1 ur.,._[,s fo'," ex_r_s-
sin_ pap scatter° This pr.ocedure wus re_.eatea
using _i= four tracks a_ the r_fe__ente signal i
typ.ical value of gap. s_a%__r is 200 microinches
based on tr_ek 2 as a r_ferenceo ,_gu__ ] _ives
other typical value-_ of .head _: start.or.
Skew
Skew i_= a _r,!ft in p-.,iitJ,..q.--:r.-il.-rt. _::at.ter
except th_,_ _* Is of a va_"imbie _*ur'e -,-
-_?usoidal time }__,if'.,ar.d the skewpears as a _-_..,
error is mea£ured from the :-c-_'.ter _.-,',.-.r as a ref-
erenceo The eame :-.y-_tem wa_ uae_ f.-,-mc.--_uring
skew that was u_-.ea for m¢a<-u-ir.:_S scat.<.cr_
ca! value of skew ib Z 120 mitt:, ncne}o
also gives ot_er _y[zcal values of eK_:t_.
A ty_ i-
Figure ]
J • /
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c. Combined Effects of Ga_ Schuster and Skew
The combined effect__ of gap scatter and skew
cause a bit cell misplacement of aFproximate!y
]50 microinches. This is based on a normal
bit cell width of 0.002 in. Since the gap scat-
ter is a fixed displacement, the re3ulting !20-
150 microinch shift due to skew effects only
a:r, ounLJ t:. 10_ _f t.ke Li: c.,_ll ',.i,._,,_ l!-:i_:
reduces the usable width of the bit. cell bu_
not to the extent that operating range is af-
fected.
Acce leration/De cele r_ 5icn Time
The acceleration/Ceceleration test was run at
all three environmental conditicns: -lO C, 25 C,
and 80 C. A suitable signal was recorded 6n _he
tape to provide an available signal for ;laying
back. The Visicorder was set up wi_h two kalva-
nometers. One galvanometer was fed by the motor
power source in such a manner as to show deflection
whenever the motor was turnec off or on. The
other galvanometer receive_ its signal from the play-
back amplifier. Wi_n the Visicorder on, _he motor
was allowed 5o reach s_eed, then shut off.
The playback head and a line carrying dc when-
ever the record m_tor was on were connected to %wo
resFective channels of a Visicorcer. The amplitude
REL Final Report N_. 618
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of the pen displacement causeG by the reFrcduced
signal was indicative of relative tape s_eed. Dis-
placement of the other pen indicated the time at
which the motor _ower supply was removed. A typi-
cal chart of the output of the acceleration/decelera-
tion test is re_rodu ed in =_ ...... ..-• g_,_ 19. _h _s sho__s
tentative maximum acceleration and deceleration
times at -!O C and minim._m vc!tage of:
record mode -- 0.4 sec accel
I.O sec decel
playback mode --0.35 se: acce!
0.52 sec decel,
E
E
E
[:
E
. _,_,otr Load
The playback motor was functionally tested for
power consumption, output power, and bearing losses
at temperatures of - 15 C, room, and 80 C prior to
installation into the transport. Power output an_
inrut power were measured at no load, maximum loaGj
and stall at the four s_eeds of 945, 1890, 3780, and
?560 rpm and at +- iO_ of each syeed. Cne motor was
calibrated to indicate its operating load in the
transport to determine how much _ower the transrort
demanded.
The record motor was checked in the sarne manner
as the playback motor, except it was not tested at
I
E
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-_ 10% of its normal syeed. AKpendix I includes a
series of environmental performance cata sheets
for the motors.
Power Consumption
Power measurements were taken only on tj,e fotlr
dc power lines Power c:_nou,,pt,on on the 24uO-cyc]e
line was not measured because of noise problems
which could influence the reaaings. The re_,_its of
the power consumption tests are given below.
Motor Power Based __on True Motor Recuirements
Modified By _<easured Power Supply Efficienc_!.y
[:
[:
[:
E
[_:
Line
(volts_
+6
-6
_20
-20
Record
Playback
_tinimum
Powers (i)
0.798 watts
0.847 watts
Maximum
Power (2)
4.55 watts
3.36 watts
(i) Minimum power at -I0 C and maximum sleet
(2) Maximum power at -I0 C and minimum spe_d
DC Line Power Con-,'-- *'_
Re cord Power Playback
_'lode {ma) Consumption (watts) _ioge (ma)
150 0.900 260
27 0.162 32
57 1.140 64
3.8 0.076 3.8
P owe r
Consumption (watts)
i.560
O. 192
1.280
0.076
t
,!
E
E
E
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8: Phase- locked Lee r,
This test was designed to analyze the gerform-
ance of the integrator aria to determine the VCO
output limits. If the phase-locked loop system
_ integrator out.[ utacheives the lock condition, ,,e
is at !0 volts.
The first investigation of the _hase-locked
loop system was done using the bre{dbcaru trams!oft.
Breadboard electronics were used in record and play-
back circuits but the integrator and VCO were simi-
lar to the prototype. This test revealea satisfac-
tory low s_eed operation of the s_rvo but indicated
some instability at the higher rates.
The next test series was ccnducted with the Lroto-
type transport. Data was obtainea showing excessive
jitter -- over lO_. The most serious jitter occurea
at the highest rate, 672 b_s. Following the filter
installation, a proglonged series of tests wre [er-
formed to determine overall system rerformance using
the phase-]ocked Ioo_.
9. Leakage Rate
Based upon data received from the Parker Seal
Company, the maximum acceptable total leakgae rate
is I000 cc _er year at elevated temperatures. This
lO00 cc per year aivided by the total seal length
of approximately 72 inches gives the leak rate per
I "
L•
[:
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inch -- !].9 cc _er inch _er year. For r':o:::tem-
perature cFeration, the _" _-,"_
..l=x ....... ,, a:te_.taole ._ :,:,."_e
rate is 300 cc l:er )-ear total.
The CZC [.ias__S[ectrometer _,,,_- 2illS,A_. leak
Getectcr was u_e_ in this test. The ruccrler,
with covers secureo, was e'va_,_-*-',4,._=,.,-_tu !0_ microns,
then back-filled with dry nitrogen. The unit _=5
again evacuate_ t,: i:) mi,:r-:.n_ .=.:_, th_-:-_ :_:k-.fi:luu
with a 90-!0_ mixture of helium anG nitrc;:_r_ to a
pressure of 20 psia. (When the *_ ,"
_t _IR_ Js re:::oved
to plug the fill hole, this _ressure re<:uces to one
atmosphere.) Durin 6 the investi6atory sta_es cf
this _ro[ram, some m_?ure;::ents were taken u_i'=...."_
i00{ helium.
Durin[ t}_e first t_-_t__ conducted at J}L, a '-_,-'
10_j_mixture of h_lium and nitrcgen was use_. The
in_tia! tests [erf:,rmed at JPL were witk unqualifieci
covers, since the vendor had not yet completed his
evaluation of Frevious failures. Initial reaGinls
at JPL showed an en:r:::ous leakage. The unit was
helium probea to de_er'mine the _=or_in of the _--
which was found to be a leaky connecter in the m_in
plate. The connecter assembly tha< cauaed the leak
was through a blind hole in the side of the main
plate. This hole was originally planned for use wzth
the vibration isolators and now no longer used. The
hole was plugge_, o,.,_
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Subsequent leak=..ge tests showed thac the lea}:
rate was at its proper lev=l.....aL room te ......._=_u='e --
about 4 cc per inch Let year. The unit was lea}:
checked after each vibration test in each of the
three planes with the same satisfactor)results.
Leakage tests were also conducted at the t_m-
perature extremes. The system was placed in a tkerma]
vacuum chamber, and the temperature dro_eu to -i0 C.
This was done in a bell _ar with a pressure of 10-5 s:_!
(O.O1 microns) of Hg. Unfortunately, the leak a_-
tector r_adings taken were completely invalid be-
cause of excessive residual noise.
The JPL tests were temy.orari!y halted Cue _o
a JPL vacation shut_own, and the REL engineer re-
turned home. When JPL resumed the tests, _rob!ems
were encounterec which indicated aL_arent excessive
leakage. When the machine was returned to REL,
this problem was examined along with the ocher me-
chanical problems that de, eloped at JFL.
To help solve the leakase rate problem, the
leaky screw hole in the sice of the recorder re=in
plate was epoxy sealed using an epoxy recommended
by Ardel. Helicoils were installed wi_h the t _-=,_
of eliminating the long stainless steel through-
plate screws originally used. A shorter overall
screw length is now being used with much less thermal
/ /
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expansion• Prelir;:inery tests have borne ou_ this
theory.
The basic confisuration for the gas-fill hole
plug has been changeu with emFhasis on anti-rota-
tional devices for _reventing O-ring galling aur-
ing the sealing or_eration. The cevice now installea
is the same as that usea on the 5 x 10 6 bit recordc_'.
• With this device, it is Fossible to _et long term
stability from the O-ring bore ccnfiguratiGn.
Prior to returr,ing the machine to jFL, a series
of leakage tests we_c conducted by Arccl Corporation
of Glendale California. The results showea ex-
cessive leakage at both room ana elevated tem_e_'_-
tures when using the metal covers. Consequently,
JPL and REL agreed to run the temferature excremcs
test at atmospheric yressur_ only. The thermal
vacuum test was waivered by JPL All te_s were
run with _lastic covers.
First Series of JPL Tests and Ee_u!tin[ Desi-n Ch_nZes
The tape recorder failed the JPL testing program
• lea_. _,i_ _e _ bound ta[:c _rob!emconducted In June, _, .....
attributed to the reel aesign. This was thoroughly in-
vestigated at REL, and i% was deter._nined chat the tape
reel spil!ea tape whenever sufficient momen%um was ap-
plied to the recorder to cause the r_el to s_in. The
wire guide that was used during the JPL tests was
.
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defective and caused Fer_:.anent damage to the taFe. The
two major problems },ere that the tape would spill out
of the tag,e exit _,oint forming a Ioof which would snag
on the wire [uice an,_ the taee wou].u cinch around the
reel hub causing - _ -_-- ,-,r_. .,e,_,._,., the,_n_:_,_a e_=ct wlich _r_ . ....
reel assembly from moving. These _roblems, ',,hen cou-
pled with high tem[cratuzo softening of the t_e, causud
serious damage to th_ tale pack.
The original a_roach for solving these r_el prcb-
lems consisted of lightening the r,_e! hub _na cover. A
felt damping pad was also useG to minimize any free
s6,inning of the reel when under the influence of shock
or vibration. This solved the problem, but for reascns
of reliability was net _erman_ntly insta!!eu.
A brake r.echanism was installed in the machine
which mechanically clamps the reel ant _revcnts it
from turning. The brake mechanism contains an elec-
tromagnetically-o_erated latching solenoid. [Lc solenoid
carries an arm equipged with a _ointed _ --_n_r which
seats in a knur!ed area cut into the extreme racius of
the reel cover With _ _-_ _* _- ;ossib _
pulse the brake on or off using a standard 20-volt relay
circuit. The 107 bit ta_e recoraer was reworkeu to in-
stall this brake into the system.
Since it was felt that the taFe used in the lO 7
bit tape recorder suffered some mechanical instability, 3
'_ _ _ _I
[
E
[
[
[
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[articu]ar!y at the high tem;erature extremes, I;,J.nne-
sota Mining ana r,_nufacturing LRI]5] ta_e was ins_a!lea
in _]ace of the usual LR]220, with an improvement in
high temperature performance as discusseu in t_=_-_......... _:,h
IIi.D of this relort. Also, the capstan-to-capstan
s/eed diffe - _ l "_"ren_a_ was decreasea from 2._,o_' to 0._,_.
This reduced to¢al ta_e tension, thereby r_aucing tale
"st iction. '_ The _ v_r_]l r,sult is a drive _)zt_-.: in
which the ta_e is iositively driven, using only a s]_=b._
-c_
differenti_l to achieve iroger tape tension across the
heads. The increased tare drive belt _ressure wi]!
further isolate tage reel distrubances from the ir::.e-
diate cagstan area. Test results indicate a reduction
in flutter, particularly ta_e "stictien" spikes, which
were formerly a source of severe trout!--.
This reduction in caFstan-to-caist_n s[eed differ-
ential appeared to solve the tape stiction prob" le.. at
that time. However, during the second series of tests
at JPL, it was discovered that this adju=oment had in-
curred other _roblems in the o_erating _arameters of
the recorder. This is discussed in greater detail in
paragraph IV.E. of this re,or%.
Other _roblems that occurred during the first
series of tests at JPL are as follows:
a. oil seepage from the motor because of an ex-
cessively oiled bearing,
I:
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b. a poor hermetic seal on one connecter which re-
quired r_lacing the connecter,
c. poor threads in the gas vent hole which caus_
gas leakage at th= C-ring seal,
d. gas leakage from a [;lind hole which ha_i bee_,_
maGe too dee_ and ]coated on the s:de of the
chassis plate,
e. an ir:ir:;{,:rly secu _. :_u" ,
f. tape s_il!age from thz recl hecau:_ of insuf-
ficient break-in of the t_De pri<_r to tension
adjustment.
_°
In spite of these uifficulties, the transport d_m-
onstrate_ its ability to _ass low and high frequency
vibration and static acceleration.
Scc_nd 3,.:'ics of j_] Te _*_ _.n_ :'-_--u_*.-'_,, bc-_i._n C!:::n_
Following the cesign c..,_,_e_ of the i0 rec<,zae:"
' -_ the _nachine was r_-
resulting from the flrsc o_L t_=_o,
turneG to JPL in October, 1963, for re_esting. Prior
to any tests at OPt, fiut_r me-_surc_:.ents -_._,rctakers.
_-..... . _hlS isThe'flutter was = _;., p._.co-p._=k " quiL_
_u....... ",' goc, u. Theacceptub a:iu oy:tem L_cz_:,tion wa-_ ,_._
vibration an_ acceleratien _hases cf the test _rogram
were con_uc_eu usin£ <he [!estic covers _roviue_ by
EEL.
The vibration test was r'uP, in _ccord:_n:_ with JPL
s_ecification ]o2_-_,, . _.,e :'eel brake was set uuring
_.
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the three _!anes teste_. The origina L shock mounts
used _n the ori[inal acceptance tests }_ere again em-
ployed. Following vibration in the three _lanesj the
machine was suhjectec to flutter an_ system tests.
There wer_ no failures observed during these tests.
The static acceleration test was conuucte_ in ac-
cordance with JPL specification ]0257. Again, the
machin_ passc_ with n-, in_±¢_tion cf r_i' .
Flutter was measured before }rocee_ing to the
thermal portion of the test program. Normal flutter
reaoings were obtained. The recorder was nlacea in an
oven, and the temperature was reduced to -i0 C. Fol-
16wing the prescribeu soak Lime, the reccraer '_as re-
turned to room temperature. No difficuity was observee
in either oFeratin_ moue and the measured flutter am_
plituse has not increased or change_ in characteristics
After a weekens shuthown, the recorder was subjectes
to further temperature tests at 80 C. An increase in
flutter was noted an_ the servo system showed abnormal
instability. Some doubt existed as to the nature of the
trouble. Since spacecraft tests were being conducted
in the i_._ediate area anu considerable raeio frequency
raQiation was taking ylace, it was believee that this
rf noise might be causing the instability. Some'of
the trouble was later attributed to RFI effects, but
later it was _etermine_ that the difficulty was _ue to
a machine malfunction. Observations at that time
_i.':;i,i..'[ii till, (/ _? "
REL Fin-_] ke_c-rt L'o..__;_-_ -89-
_. 0 _7_,'
Inuicat< s_ve_, i=u..,=r of a ver_,' deilrl_te _ozi<_
Ti,e ;L_L en:rine._r, _,,i':, t L_ ag_r_=r;.e/_.2 (¢ "_ J}L
coynzzant engi_,_r, sr,ut ,ac'wn fu_-.r.cr tests _.no the
reccr.tcr was returneU to hdL.
The firs% thing ,_EL _i<, after analyzing tL. re-
coru_r was tc cL_nye the re=! bearings. Re_:]acen:ent
of the bearings cccrease.a the f!ut_er to some exLent--
at.: ' " .... th.'-' f-'_tt:.!r _=_ <; __e '-'._:-_:::: ]Ztat -,,.. _:C',,=:dZ i " " - _'-
cycle ler second component. _>"a.,zs frequency _i0 not
corvei_:tc with any kncwn rotaticna] frequencies within
the system, re]lowing mcrc intensive analysis, _he
i
source of the 32 cycle _cr seconu comLonent v.as tracea
to _ clutch s_ring assembly. It was uetern:ir:e_ that
uhu:;r the ioau conuitions of the trensz, ort, _he sprin_
clutch w :s frc_ to osci _ - " >",l:,tc under the shock of varia_,e
torque _u]a._s _,;hich are ncr_aa]iy _rcsen_ _, _ _
irregularities. This was borne ou_ by mech_nica!ly
lock__ng the clutches so hat the over___ s_ring was
no lon_er [.art of O,e torque _ransfer system.
Locking the clutch c iminated the 32 cycle _er sec-
ond siEnal but coulu net be use,a as a repair' because
the clutch must be free to drive or sli[, a uel._gn_
whi<h is _.-."_rmineu by moae sel_ction. A shift to a
higher _._ o_erating _oint was accor4?isLe_ by in-
crea__::n_<,the cagstan s_eed differential by 0.)5 _"
brinEin_ the _ifferenti_! u_ to 0.57_. This recuceu
El
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the )2 cycle Fer sec;'nu flutter by more than 2:1.
Another probler, er_countereu during the second series
of tests at JPL was _ serious low frequency component
directly related to tbe capstan rotational frequency.
Investigation fincl'_y seemea to indicate that the up--
strea,:_ capstan was c_u_ng the trouble. It was de-
termine_ that oxide fro_ the tape was building up on the
¢_pstan. This problem is discussed in detail in para-
graph liI.D.
I0' . ....Tr_e bit recoruer prce._m cul:_inated in the suc-
.:essful realization of a mu!'ic!e-rate, high-storage capac-
ity Y-ICOFG.._._'.I_,.,,,ep:-,,blem-, n_turaliy occurred whlch have
-_een :/:_cus_ed through.out this report,
Tt,e tale anu associates bearin_ _roblem was the most
er_ous enccuntered. Further _ocification of the clutch
design shculd eliminate the inCroduc%ion of extraneous
_!utt(,- co_,_nents uue to resonances.
Tale re]_ ;bility is of _rime iF._cruance in tape re-
corder ::_eratJon. Very little aata ts obtainable from &he
i :[,e m._:,,f,:_cture_'_-. Fracticai!y all information concern-
ln{] elf,: "_J of te ,,,,e:ature, iubricity, a:_a operating life
_:_:: Uete,::,ineu _t [,,_Lby actu91 oTeration in test trans-
i'rt5. I-i5 i_ a very expensive _nd t!._._e consuming method.
_ur.u_e re_,_rch of vericus tapes sh_,uld eli,ninate the prob-
[e:i_, enco,:_-_ereu during the _evei.?Fi_,ent o$ Lhe 10 7 bit re-
? C':_C Y .
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REL has been conductin E r_s_arch in the area of bearing
life and lubricant Zroper%ies. While further tearin E
stuaies are being conductea, no serious problems seem to
exist. Bearin_ life has teen determinea to such an ex-
tent that reliability is quite hiEh. The 107 bit recoraer
pro[ram discussed in this report has in_icatc_ that the
current bearings used in this r_coraer are capable of ex-
celi_nt life. ?he conta,::inatio.u cncc:_,o:'_u _::__'_,c h_ar_a_:5
during the 107 bit recorJer de;e!c_r.ent ori[inate_ from ex-
ternal sources, such as lubricant and oxi,ae from the ta_e
and Graphitar from the overri_e clutches, if these sources
of contamination are eliminate,, the bearin_ life woulu
be even better than that in the _resent machine.
The motors used in the In7 _ ..........._ --,* -^ _
as aifficult a [rob!era as was or]ginal!y anCici_acea. No
serious difficu!t_es were ex__riencec i:_ $-etting reliable
operation over the 8:1 s_eed range. InFut lower was s]ight!y
higher than origianlly estimate,a, but the cveral! figures
are reasonable• In the future, delivery _,roblems such as
were ex_erienceu early in this yrc_iram will no longer exist,
!
inasmuch as REL is now producin_ these rooters in-plant
under license to H. C. Roters. Ue will be able to control
design and fabrication to a greater cegree, thus enabling
delivery dates anu test Frograms to be hanele,_ with greater
efficiency.
I".
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The area of motor ari:..e systems is well un{_r control,
and no future aifficulty should arise if the _resent motor
philosophy is retained.
The heads used in the 107 system worked out very well.
Wear was found to be at a minimum, and electrical and me-
chanical parameters subject to little or no chan_e. Skew
can be reduced to some extent by transport design modifi-
cations. Cap scatter is a m_uufacturir_ _rc_ _ _:_,_ _i :<tunic
work with the head vendors could yield assemblies having
improve_ gap alignment.
The design of variable gain playback amplifiers was
quite successful. Novel ap}roaches to %he problems of low
input signal levels were used. No difficulty due to t_m-
perature drift was experienced. AC gain of these amplifiers
is quite constant over the specified tem}erature range af
-iO C to _75 C; and in most cases, par%s selection is not
criticial. The abili%y of these amplifiers to work at low
input levels, such as less than IO0_volts, with a signal-
to-noise ratio of _0 db, indicates that machines may be
built in the future with high packing densi%y and small
reels without severe limitatioas as were originally impose(_
due to the use of conventional amplifier circuits.
Because of early test results and the improved heads
used, REL believed that the packing density could be in-
creased to 500 bits per inch _er track with no _egradation
in the overall _erformance of the recorder. Sinc_ the tape
reel had been designe_ to acco_r;odate sufficient ta_e for
REL Final Re_,ort' _$c. 618
W. O. 1787
m;i :: " !_ _ C/ /
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400 bits _4r inch, RE[ c_i_a a design at 5-4
_C bibs _¢r inch
which yieldcc a tot_ _ ctcrage calacity of 1.25 x ii)7 bits.
Results of the few tests _crformcc at chis increa::,ca Lack-
ing density _rove_i that the machine could easily oleo'ate
with this higher "-_ .....
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INTEIiI_,: TEST PLA:/
TYPE APPROVAL TESTI,_,JG Of'
10 ? BiT I<AC-NETIC TAPE fIECO_-LDEII
ilaymond Engi:.e_ring Labcratcry, inc.
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INTE_IIM TEST PLAH
TYPE APP}{OVAL TESTIr!G OF I0 7 BIT
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1.O SCOPE
This document lists specific environmental tests to be
performed on the 10 7 bit rJagnetic Tape Recorder (_.iodel
17]7) as part of its acceptance test program by Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in accordance with pertinent JPL
specifications, and lists certain functional tests to
be performed on the mechanism, before, during, or after
environmental tests.
[
[
[
2.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of the Interim Test Plan is to define the
types of tests to be performed. The plan is termed
"Interim" because the mechanism is of an advanced
development status such that all physical details are
not necessarily representative of flightworthy equipment.
T
L
L_
].O REFERENCES
The following documents are applicable to this Test
Plan:
JPL Specification Number ]IOO9A
JPL Specification Number 30236
JPL Specification Number 30257
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4.0 _NVI_,O .......TAL TESTS
4.1 Specifications
Environmental tests shall be performed in accordance
with JPL Specification Number 30236 and Number 3025?.
4.2 General f_rocedure
Only those tests listed in the following paragraphs
shall be performed. The sequence of tests may be
other than as listed below. The recorder assembly
shall be subjected to sufficient functional tests
before, during, and after the environmental tests
in order to determine whether its performance is
satisfactory and stable. Functional tests are
described in Section 5.
4.3 Ethylene Oxide Gas S _'_" -_tezl±iZd_on Test
Per 30257 paragraph 4.1.1.2.
4.4 RF interference Tests
Per 30236, Class I.
4.5 Static Acceleration
Per 30257 paragraph 4.3.1.
4.6 Vibration
Per 30257 paragraph 4.3.2 including midcourse
correction simulation.
4.7 Shock
Per 30257 paragraph 4.4.1, alternate (a) only.
4.8 Space Flight Temperature
Per 30257 paragraph 4.4.2, deleting thermal shock. < "
'I
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5.0
5 .i Purpose
These tests are intended to evaluate the condition
of the mechanical and electronic subassemblies
• _ _ andbefore and after the envlronm_nta_ tests,
where applicable to monitor the effects of
environmental extremes upon the subassemblies when
operation during the extreme conditions is required.
5.2 Specifications
The recorder performance shall be compared with
requirements of applicable sections of JPL
Specification Nm_ber 31009A.
5.] Special Provisions
Because of the extended period of time required for
one passage of the tape loop, certain electronic
operational tests before and after the environmental
series can better be performed with a short loop of
tape (3 - 6 feet) which is not wound in a reel.
However, tests whose data reflect the performance
of the transport itself (flutter, A.M., motor
load, etc.,)should be performed with a complete tape
reel assembly. Most environmental tests will be
conducted in an ambient pressure of one atmosphere.
To simulate operating conditions for the cover
seal, it is necessary to pressurize the transport
assembly to two atmospheres absolute (90_] nitrogen -
[]
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5.4
IO_ Helium). Internal pressure should be reduced
to one atmosphere absolute for thermal-vacumm
tests.
Operational Checks
5.4.1 Recording
Check the ability of the system to record at
e_ch of its record rates.
5.4.2 Playback
Check the ability of the system to playback
at each of its playback rates.
5.4.3 Coding
Check the coding of the sync track following
each STOP RECORD command.
5.4.4 End-of-Data Detection
Check the operation of the End-of-Data code
detection during playback.
5.4.5 End-of-Tape Detection
Check the operation of the End-of-Tape
detection system during recording and
playback.
5.4.6 Pressure Transducer
Check the operation of the pressure transducer.
Obtain calibration data during gas purging
and filling of the transport assembly.
5.4.7 Temperature Transducer
Check the operation of the temperature transducer.
/_
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5.5 terformance Checks
5.5.1 F!ut_er
Obtain Visicorder charts of flutter by
recording and playing back at the maximum
record rate and at the maximum playback
rate.
5.5.2 A.M.
Measure A.i4. using the recordings above.
5.5.3 Jitter
Obtain oscillographic or Visicorder records
of the time relationship between each channel
output during playback of the above signals.
Establish a time reference with respect to
the sync track in order that the data will
show the combined effects of transport
Jitter and skew plus head gap scatter and
azimuth error.
5.5.4 Acce!eration/Deceleration Time
Use the above recordings in conjunction with
a Visicorder to measure transport acceleration
and deceleration time.
5.5.5 Motor Load
Determine the minimum supply voltage at
which each motor will start and run at the
various speeds. These data will be compared
with subsequent calibrations of the motors '_ j
iI
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5.5.6
5.5.7
5.5.8
to determine motc r load.
Power Consumpti!_
Measure power drain from each source for
each operating mode and speed. Note current
waveforms where ripple is significant.
Phase Locked Loop
Obtain Visicorder r_cords of irtegrat_ ou_-
put during playback under all possible
synchronous playback conditions. Note the
time required to achieve lock. Obtain
Visicorder or oscillographic records of
each channel output prior to parallel-to-
serial conversion showing the time relation
to each channel's respective transfer pulse.
Leakage Rate
Measure the transport leakage ra_e, being
careful to note the gas mixture used and the
transport temperature during the measurement.
Note the pressure transducer reading from
time to time during the environmental tests.
(REL Master #736)
F. A. Stone:rw
February 18, 1963
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